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1 Publishable summary report
In the beginning, the primary communication channel was the so-called ‘word of mouth’. Societies
were mostly rather small, and it was possible to get to know what was happening in such small
circles by just talking to other members of the circle. Everybody knew selected bits about other
members of these groups and related ones, either directly, or through other fellow group members.
Everybody knew, more or less, whom to trust and whom or what to question. The flow of information
was implicitly filtered and annotated with meta-information such as trustworthiness, reputation, or
influence. The power of information transfer was then in the hands of all (or most) people.
As societies grew larger, the appearance and then growth of media took over the role of primary
information channel. Media, first appearing in printed form, then in broadcast and electronic formats,
gained tremendous power by being the ‘gatekeeper’ of information, with many incidents of ‘tweaking’
information for the benefit of higher sources of power. It then became apparent that the power of
controlling information flows is immense. In recent years, however, we have been witnessing the
potential of power being transferred back to the people who are getting more and more opportunities
to access information directly from primary sources, with geographical distance being no obstacle.
We label these new forms of communication and interaction ‘e-word of mouth’. Often, it is also
referred to as ‘Social Media’, respectively communication via Social Networks.
Social media incorporate web technologies that mediate human communication. They take on many
different forms, such as, blogs, wikis, videos and photo sharing platforms, or social bookmarking
sites. Functionalities on such platforms include content file uploading, publishing, instant messaging,
commenting, and recommending, to name but a few. Highly successful social networking platforms
like Facebook and Twitter have more than one of the above functionalities attracting audiences
which, in terms of member numbers, compare to the largest countries in the world. (If Facebook
were a country, it would be the third largest in the world, after China and India, with its roughly 1
billion members.)
Nowadays, almost everything and everyone can be found in or via Social Media. It takes a lot of
effort though, and often it is even impossible, to distinguish the useful information from the noise; it is
like trying to find the tiny needles in very huge haystacks. This need has been acknowledged by
relevant research communities and several initiatives that have lately appeared. Many of these focus
on the automatic discovery of information by adopting semantic search and retrieval technologies,
adapting this to the particularities of Social Media content. What has not yet been achieved,
however, is to discover and utilise the hidden social values that were implicitly exploited in former
small ‘physical’ societies.
In Social Media we do not only have bare content; we also have to deal with interconnected sources.
Furthermore, we have to handle and interpret interactions between sources. And there is much more
information available that indicates the context within which the content is being used and the
context in which these interactions are taking place. Complete models of small and large societies,
interacting vividly in real time, are engraved and well hidden in the content that is residing in Social
Networks. If we can manage to decipher these interactions we will be able to reveal much more than
the direct meaning, or what is evident "on the surface". Further to discovering what is being said
about an unravelling event, for example, we will be able to tell how trustworthy a piece of information
is. In addition to discovering what people are saying about a product or service, we will be able to
predict how influential these people are and how much this can affect the reputation and
marketability of the product or service. We are entering a stage that allows us to automatically judge
the quality of content, and even predict future trends.
Along these lines, the REVEAL project aims to advance the necessary technologies for making a
higher level analysis of social media possible, thus enabling users to reveal hidden ‘modalities’ such
as originality, trustworthiness, reputation, proximity, influence or credibility of information etc. In order
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to achieve this, the work and efforts of the consortium during the current reporting period focused
along the following axis:


User requirements and regulatory framework for the REVEAL platform



Realisation of the REVEAL platform, consisting of:
o

Contributor modelling

o

Multimedia analysis and indexing

o

Context-centric information analysis

o

Modalities analysis framework

o

Framework integration and REVEAL applications



Evaluation and impact analysis of REVEAL solution



Training, dissemination and exploitation activities

Detailed description is included in the following sub-sections.

1.1

Work performed and results achieved during the second year of the
project

User requirements and regulatory framework for REVEAL platform


revisiting of user requirements as a constant process, updating these whenever necessary,
and alignment of requirements with software modules to be developed;



permanent exchanges with prospective future users of the REVEAL system (enterprise and
news domain), gathering feedback from best-practices & verification experts and feeding this
into the requirements work and the development process;



permanent market watch on tools, services and best-practices in the verification domain;



analysis and description of the applicable legal framework in the area of intermediary liability,
and extension of the conducted study on the applicable legal framework in the area of
privacy and data protection;



continued monitoring of legal and policy developments in the areas relevant for the REVEAL
project (data protection, media law, intermediary liability) in order to provide critical
commentary in scientific and policy-oriented fora;



specification of the legal requirements to fall under the exemption regime for intermediary
liability, conduction of a legal analysis of the REVEAL platform to assess applicability of this
exemption regime, and articulation of guidelines for the technical partners while further
developing the platform in the light of these findings;



Liaising with Legal Advisory Board.
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Realisation of the REVEAL platform




Contributor modelling
o

design and implementation of the duplicate accounts module that estimates presence
modality;

o

provision of enhancements on the unsupervised influence detection algorithms for
improving performance speed and considering the strength of user interactions and
the location of informative text items;

o

conduction of validation experiments on ground truth data sets for the supervised
influence detection module;

o

application of user network classifier to multi-dimensional networks and enrichment of
highly informative features;

o

re-encoding of the multipartite community detection in Java for facilitating integration
and experimentation with multiple data sets;

o

testing of the user roles module on the SNOW and SAG data set, and design of a
stream based version of it;

o

prototype implementation and testing (utilizing the SNOW data set) of the source
finder for hot topic;

o

design and prototype implementation of the information cascades module to predict
the future form of communities;

o

provision of custom-made APIs for facilitating the access to the SAG enterprise data
sets;

o

conduction of user evaluation activities (at CEBIT-2015, and ACG premises) related to
the gamification elements that are relevant for REVEAL. An online survey was also
designed for collection of additional feedback.

Multimedia analysis and indexing
o

completion of the implementation of the focused web crawler and visual indexer for
images found in the Web and social media;

o

design and implementation of a system for image size estimation based on image
URL and Web context, for the filtering of small images out of the crawler results;

o

implementation and extensive evaluation of the named entity recognition and relation
discovery modules;

o

design and implementation of an extension on the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to
allow for incremental clustering of multimedia items;

o

implementation of the REVEAL integrated framework, linking the input of the focused
web crawler with the indexing, relation discovery and linking modules;

o

development of a visual event summarization method to select a small number of
representative images from each event. Images are expected to describe the event
with the maximum possible representativeness and diversity;
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o

implementation and experimentation of a novel approach for the text stylometry task.
The proposed model is able to identify with high accuracy the age, gender as well as
personality traits of a social media user, based only on his texts;

o

extension of image verification corpus for fake tweet detection, now containing a large
number of Tweets accompanied by images containing false information and
organization of a new task in MediaEval 2015 named “Verifying Multimedia Use”
based on it;

o

development of a fake tweet detection approach based on user and content features
for the identification of tweets containing false information;

o

creation of a large tampered image dataset named the “Wild Web Tampered Image
Dataset,” consisting of well-known cases of digital image forgeries circulating the Web
and social media;

o

creation of a MATLAB toolbox containing implementations of numerous state-of-theart algorithms in image tampering localization;

o

large scale evaluations of the state-of-the-art in image tampering localization on wellestablished research datasets, the Wild Web dataset, and a specialized dataset
contributed by Deutsche Welle, reflecting specific journalistic User Requirements;

o

implementation of an extensible prototype version of the REVEAL multimedia
manipulation detection toolbox, featuring implementations of three algorithms, the
choice of which was informed by the large-scale evaluations.

Context-centric information analysis
o

implementation and deployment of a geo-parsing component for (i) detecting and
matching geographical entities within social media (e.g. Tweets) to a geographical
database (e.g. OpenStreetMap), and (ii) predicting the location of social media posts;

o

implementation and deployment of a component to derive the role of an actor in a
social media setting, based on his/her interactions;

o

implementation and deployment of a component to predict the future activity of an
actor in a social media setting;

o

implementation of a component to predict the future popularity of content based on the
observation of early user interactions (e.g. comments, likes, etc.) around it;

o

research on community analysis and ranking, taking into account the interactions
between users in social media, and provision of a scheme for ranking dynamic
communities that are formed over time;

o

research on tracking the evolution of user groups in social media, with respect to the
events of growth, shrinking, merging, splits, formation and death;

o

implementation and deployment of a component determining the semantics of relative
and absolute location information.
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Modalities analysis framework
o

analysis of modalities metadata published by the technical components constituting
the REVEAL platform;

o

agile development of:


a preliminary prototype of the trust and credibility model. Participation in the
MediaEval-2015 verification for multimedia use challenge, and preparation
of ethnographic studies to evaluate this model;



the situation assessment framework for scalable real-time aggregation of
social media content and modalities annotation;



interactive visualizations able to render situation assessments in real-time
supporting end user analysis - regular check-pointing to elicit end user
feedback on visualizations.

Framework integration and REVEAL applications
o

update of the architectural integration requirements of the REVEAL framework and
provision of the final architecture design;

o

delivery of the intermediate and first prototype implementation of the REVEAL
framework integrating all available technical components;

o

delivery of the first prototype release of the News and Enterprise applications.

Evaluation and impact analysis of REVEAL solution


study on how social media users perceive online fact-checking services;



study on how young journalists are approaching verification of social media content;



development of a user evaluation plan for REVEAL applications;



evaluation of REVAL News and Enterprise application mock-ups;



assessment of legal and policy developments in the areas relevant to REVEAL.

Training, dissemination and exploitation activities


design and creation of additional promotional material such as the project’s poster, banners
and leaflets reflecting the project USP;



maintenance of project portal and social media accounts (Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn) with
information pertinent to project advances and news relevant to the project’s research fields;
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publication of 8 scientific research papers and several press releases in different countries
for raising the project awareness;



attendance of events relevant to the project, presentation of intermediate project results, and
distribution of promotional material;



establishment of a journalistic training framework “Eyewitness Media verification training”
and delivery of this to the Deutsche Welle Social Media Desk;



conduction of summer school training activities as part of the 10 European Summer School
on Information Retrieval (ESSIR 2015).



refinement of REVEAL exploitable tangible assets following the maturity of development
activities;



provision of a unique service proposition for the News and Enterprise applications;



maintenance and update of the list of competitor products and projects relevant to REVEAL;



authoring of an IPR agreement for safeguarding the ownerships of the delivered artefacts
(documents and s/w modules) in the light of an individual and/or joint commercialization
intention of project results;



establishment of the REVEAL community including experts, industry and researchers
worldwide for supporting the dissemination, development and evaluation project activities.

1.2

th

Reference to the project public website and project logo

Project website URL: http://reveal-project.eu

1.3

Next steps for third year of the project

User requirements and regulatory framework for REVEAL platform


continuous revisit of requirements and user needs and, if applicable and feasible, feed these
into application development work;



ensure the alignment of requirements with software modules to be developed;



continuous exchange with verification experts and prospective future users of the REVEAL
system and individual components (enterprise and news domain);



monitoring of market developments, focusing on new features provided by existing
verification platforms as well as emergence of new platforms, services and initiatives;
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continuous legal analysis of the technical modules to prevent any infringing activities within
the project, along with legal checks especially with regards to privacy and intermediary
liability issues;



provision of assistance to the project partners in compliance with their formal obligations
related to the data processing activities in the project;



continuous monitoring of legal and policy developments in the areas relevant for the
REVEAL project (data protection, media law, intermediary liability) with a view to providing
critical commentary in scientific and policy-oriented fora;



descriptive and critical analysis of the applicable legal framework in the area of media law.

Realisation of REVEAL platform




Contributor modelling
o

finalisation of the information cascades modules;

o

application of trust prediction SAG data set;

o

enhancement of the user network profile classifier module by integrating text and
network information;

o

conduction of (i) further experiments to validate the multipartite community module,
and (ii) a REVEAL related survey on the Aris Community and evaluate the results in
terms of predefined mini scenarios;

Multimedia analysis and indexing
o

refactoring and testing of the modules already submitted to the REVEAL platform;

o

extension and refactoring the relation extraction module. Investigation of a more
efficient approach as well as grouping of the extracted relations;

o

iterative refinement and extension of the developed event summarization method and
integration to the REVEAL prototype;

o

further experimentation and implementation of the author profiling approach, in order
to integrate to the final prototype;

o

continuous extension of the two major evaluation corpora, the “Image Verification
Corpus” and the Wild Web Tampered Image” dataset;

o

further extension of the MATLAB image forensics toolbox with state-of-the-art and
novel algorithms to improve image verification performance;

o

development of methods that post-process the output of forensic analysis algorithms
to make it easier to interpret by end users;

o

improvements on the REVEAL multimedia manipulation detection toolbox with respect
to speed and computational requirements, extension with new algorithms, and smooth
integration with the rest of the REVEAL platform.
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Context-centric information analysis
o

systematic comparison of geolocation approaches, combination of approaches;

o

exploration of the link data component applied to entities extracted from social media;

o

evaluation of the use of summarization and credibility checks based on link entity
recognition in tweets;

o

experimentation of different approaches for identifying trustworthy people and
evaluation of selection on ARIS community data of SAG;

o

development of content popularity prediction approaches based on Reddit and
YouTube data.

o

design of more complex rules for event recognition, and improvement on the structure
learning method.

Modalities analysis framework
o

continuous agile development of the trust and credibility model, situation assessment
framework and advanced visualization software prototypes;

o

incremental support for additional modality annotations;

o

use of ethnographic studies and incremental end user feedback to guide the
modalities analysis framework work, and provide ground truth datasets for scientific
evaluation.

Framework integration and REVEAL applications
o

continuous improvement of the REVEAL integrated framework by (i) enhancing the
currently employed technical components, (ii) introducing new ones, and delivering its
final prototype integrated release.

o

continuous improvement of the News and Enterprise applications, and delivery of their
final prototype releases.

Evaluation and impact analysis of REVEAL solution


assessment of the impact of new technologies on existing rules in the areas of privacy and
data protection, and intermediary liability;



formulation of a first draft of policy recommendations to address the identified obstacles in
the areas of privacy and data protection, and intermediary liability;



development of the user evaluation plan;



provision of a first set of new methods for capturing user behavior and experience.



assessment of the impact of new technologies on existing rules in the areas of privacy and
data protection, and intermediary liability;
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formulation of policy recommendations to address the identified obstacles in the areas of
privacy and data protection, and intermediary liability;



conduction of two user evaluation iterations for the News and Enterprise applications, and
the REVEAL as a whole;



provision of results based on activities that are getting new insights in user behavior and
experience.

Training, dissemination and exploitation activities


continuous reporting on the website about project achievements, market developments and
other aspects of relevance for REVEAL work;



increase the project awareness via the publication of scientific papers, press releases, and
attendance of relevant to the project conferences and events relevant to the project;



maintenance and enlargement of the established vivid community of REVEAL;



finalisation of REVEAL exploitable assets, selection of a licensing scheme for the News and
Enterprise applications, and update of the IPR agreement;



update of market analysis,
provision of financial projections in the context of
commercialization, and finalisation of business exploitation plan.
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2 Project objectives for the period
The most important project objectives for the 2
are the following:

nd

year of the Reveal project have been reached and

User requirements and regulatory framework for REVEAL platform


monitoring of market developments and literature, focusing on new features provided by
existing verification platforms as well as emergence of new platforms, services and
initiatives;



alignment of REVEAL modalities with the envisaged modules to be developed so as to
ensure that the use cases are in accordance with the defined user requirements;



continuous assessment of end users’ needs by further interviewing end-users;



continuous legal analysis of the technical modules to prevent any infringing activities within
the project, along with legal checks especially with regards to privacy issues;



provision of assistance to the partners in compliance with their formal obligations related to
the data processing activities in the project;



monitoring of legal and policy developments in the areas relevant for the REVEAL project
(data protection, media law, intermediary liability) with a view to providing critical
commentary in scientific and policy-oriented fora;



descriptive and critical analysis of the applicable legal framework in the area of intermediary
liability.

Realisation of REVEAL platform




Contributor modelling
o

development of methodology and respective s/w module for supporting trust elicitation
between users, community based user profiling, and estimation of presence modality;

o

structure-based user profiling development and refinement;

o

community characterization and community evolution;

o

Integration of contributor modelling s/w modules with PServer and graph databases.

Multimedia analysis and indexing
o

extension and refactoring of existing components (web crawler, HTML segmentation,
NER, concept detection), and implementation of additional components of the base
multimedia analysis and indexing toolbox (geotagging);
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o

further extension of the image verification corpus: https://github.com/MKLabITI/image-verification-corpus and consideration of means/tools to make its extension
and maintenance more streamlined;

o

integration of the real-time analysis modules to the modalities analysis framework
using Apache Storm and RabbitMQ;

o

further analysis and exploration of the Common Crawl dataset, with a focus on images
and image metadata;

o

further experiments on image clustering and relation discovery components. Image
clustering will be combined with focused crawling processes to create image clusters
on demand using open web content;

o

selection and implementation of first image forensic analysis methods and execution
of preliminary experiments;

o

Review of the state-of-the-art for text stylometry and experimentation with a first
approach.

Context-centric information analysis
o

extension, refinement and implementation of individual approaches for geospatial,
social and topical context extraction and analysis;

o

integration of geospatial context extraction and analysis methods into a first demo
prototype using the stream-oriented processing architecture;

o

subsequent integration of modules for social and topical analysis;

o

development of first approach for joint semantic analysis of contexts.

Modalities analysis framework
o

dataset acquisition for the purposes of evaluation work. This includes working with end
user partners to acquire ground truth data for specific scenarios and the technical
community to get benchmark labeled data;

o

scientific evaluation of the trust and credibility models developed leading to publication
of results in peer reviewed scientific papers;

o

development of framework software including models, situation assessment
framework and visualizations

Framework integration and REVEAL applications
o

finalisation of the REVEAL architecture;

o

delivery of first prototype implementations of the REVEAL integrated platform, News
and Enterprise applications.
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Evaluation and impact analysis of REVEAL solution


assessment of the impact of new technologies on existing rules in the areas of privacy and
data protection, and intermediary liability;



formulation of a first draft of policy recommendations to address the identified obstacles in
the areas of privacy and data protection, and intermediary liability;



development of the user evaluation plan;



provision of a first set of new methods for capturing user behavior and experience.

Training, dissemination and exploitation activities


continuous reporting on the website about project achievements, market developments and
other aspects of relevance for REVEAL work;



increase the project awareness via the publication of scientific papers, press releases, and
attendance of conferences and events relevant to the project;



establishment of a vivid community network for REVEAL including experts, industry and
researchers worldwide;



finalisation of REVEAL exploitable assets, and preliminary identification of licensing scheme
and associated IPRs.



update of market analysis and enhancement of business exploitation plan.
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Recommendations from previous reviews
th

The first review meeting of the REVEAL project took place on the 29 of January 2015, at Brussels,
Belgium. Within the interim review report provided by the EC after evaluating the progress and
results of the REVEAL project, a number of recommendations concerning the period under review
and future work were proposed. Those are outlined in the following two subsections, along with a
description of how they were addressed by the REVEAL consortium.

2.1.1

Recommendations concerning the period under review

Recommendation 1:
The deliverables have been delivered on time and are generally of good quality. However, the analysis of
the state-of-the-art should be better detailed, as well as the reasons that led to the selection of the
reference algorithms in the specific areas.
This recommendation is directly related to R1 (Recommendation No.1) of future work which is
discussed in subsequent sub-section.

Recommendation 2:
The consortium is targeting several (probably too many) different topics, which could potentially
generate lack of focus if appropriate decisions will not be taken in Y2. For instance,
crowdsourcing/gamification is a very complex and extensive area: the consortium members should decide
if and to what extent they want to tackle this topic by defining precise goals that are achievable within
the time and budget constraints of REVEAL. Reuse or adaptation of already existing open-source
components is suggested where the consortium is not planning to advance the state-of-the-art.
This recommendation is directly related to R2 of future work which is discussed in subsequent subsection.

Recommendation 3:
At the moment, it's rather difficult to understand on which direction the global efforts of the project will
be focused on the long term and where exactly the project is going to innovate over the existing
solutions. This could be normal in Y1, since a consistent amount of efforts are devoted to the analysis and
testing of several different research paths and potential solutions. It's however of paramount importance
that these aspects are clarified over the course of the next year, where the unique selling propositions of
REVEAL should be clearly identified.
REVEAL being a complex project involves a number of different modules targeting diverse research
fields. Most, if not all, of these modules expose significantly innovative aspects which may be
exploited either at an individual or joint level (of 2-3 partners). Though, as a consortium, our intention
is to proceed into the joint exploitation of the REVEAL main outputs which are the journalism and
enterprise applications i.e. an integrated form of REVEAL modules constituting a platform pertinent
to those two domains per case.
The innovation details per module are captured within the respective technical deliverables (D2.2,
D3.2, D4.2, D5.2.1, D5.3.1, and D5.4.1) that were submitted at project month M20 in a dedicated
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section using a table-form. An update of that section per case will be provided in subsequent
releases of these deliverables at M32. The exploitation details per module are captured in a tableform as well within the draft version of deliverable D8.3.1a that was submitted at M24; an updated
release of that deliverable is scheduled for M36.
As for the unique selling proposition of REVEAL, this is something that is directly related to the
journalism and enterprise applications as reference above, which forms the core of the project’s
exploitation strategy/plan and where the global efforts of the consortium have focused upon. A
reference on the REVEAL USP is provided within D8.3.1a as well.

Recommendation 4:
Many of the developed components are, at the moment, based on the implementation/extension of already
existing algorithms. While it is expected that the consortium will advance the state-of-the-art on some of
them, the main value of REVEAL in term of scientific and business impact will probably come from the
innovative combination of these components and in their adaptation to the specific case of social media
information analysis. In this scenario, the early and active involvement of external users is essential for
the efficient and effective design of the use cases, for verification of requirements and for the assessment
(also in term of acceptance) of the proposed solution.
This recommendation is directly related to R1 (Recommendation No.1) and R4 of future work which
are discussed in subsequent sub-section.
In specific, R1 is related to the reference on the state-of-the-art, and R4 to the involvement of
external parties for the validation/acceptance of the proposed REVEAL solution.

2.1.2

Recommendations concerning future work

Recommendation 1: State-of-the-art
Analysis of the state of the art for the different REVEAL components should be improved: more details on
how the baseline algorithms have been selected should be reported and results should be compared with
those already available in the SOTA in order to clearly point out the benefits of the solutions developed
within the project.
Recommendation 2: Focus
The consortium is targeting an extremely broad range of research topics, which could generate lack of
focus if appropriate decisions will not be taken after the initial research phases. Efforts should be targeted
on a selected number of relevant components and to their adaptation to the specific social data scenario.
Where no specific advancement over the state-of-the-art is foreseen, reuse/adaption of already existing
open-source components is suggested;
rd

As it was communicated earlier in the response of the 3 recommendation concerning the period
under review, innovation and exploitation details for all REVEAL modules are provided within the
technical deliverables and the updated (intermediate draft) version of the exploitation plan
deliverable that were produced during the current reporting period.
The exploitation informative table of every module indicates which ones are unique in contrast to
what already exists in the market, if and how they extend the current state-of-the-art, whether they
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may be exploited by other EU/National project and so on. On the other hand, the innovation
informative tables (located within the technical deliverables) provide knowledge on the re-usability (if
any) of existing s/w for the delivery/customization of a given REVEAL module, the algorithm(s)
employed for its desired operation along with the rationale of its selection, metrics to which these
algorithms should be evaluated against etc. Benchmarking comparison information on existing vs
REVEAL developed or extended algorithms/modules are provided within the report documentations
of the technical deliverables (D2.2, D3.2, D4.2, D5.2.1, D5.3.1, and D5.4.1) that were submitted at
project month M20. Benchmarking information on REVEAL algorithms/modules which have not yet
been fully implemented will be provided on subsequent releases of these deliverables which are due
at M32.
Special focus therefore will be given only to those modules which extend the state-of-the-art and
have a proven record of outperforming the competition in benchmarking comparisons or those which
their implementation has not yet been completed but have generated preliminary positive results.
Indicative examples of modules where focus will be limited without compromising the overall
expectations/performance of the two REVEAL applications, as a whole, are the unsupervised
influence, gamification concepts and tool, linguistic analysis.

Recommendation 3: External Users and Stakeholders involvement
Interaction with and involvement of potential final users / relevant stakeholders external to the
consortium is extremely important and should start as early as possible. This will allow efficient and
effective design of use cases, verification of the requirements and of acceptance of the proposed solution.
The main added value of REVEAL will probably come from the innovative combination of the individual
components into a single, coherent and complete platform specifically tailored to the social media scenario.
In this context, it's important to involve users in testing this platform as early as possible so that
corrective actions can be adopted (refinement/adaption of modules) and different routes followed
(alternative combination of modules) if necessary;
Engagement and direct involvement of potential end-users external to the consortium has started
early in the project duration at month M1 in the context of user requirement elicitation process
thought out a set of (among others) interviews and focus groups. The activities conducted under
tasks T1.1:’ Requirements analysis in the journalism field’ and T1.2:’ Requirements analysis in the
enterprise field’ (i.e. interviews, market analysis, literature study etc.) have substantially contributed
to the derivation of the user requirements and the preparation of the use cases (or otherwise mini
scenarios as we call them) which were mainly driven by experts on the field and potential buyers; of
course the consortium users’ views and the DoW was something that was not ignored.
Our connection with the outside world was intensified during the current reporting period for reassuring the validity of the proposed requirements, and ensuring the user acceptance of the
proposed REVEAL solution. This was mainly achieved with the support of tasks T8.1:’ Dissemination
activities’, T8.4:’ REVEAL community building’, T7.2:’ REVEAL framework evaluation’, and all the
technical ones that were channeled via the former by reflecting their work in a demonstrable form
(such as mock-ups, videos and stand-alone prototypes) that could be easily presented to the
relevant stakeholders and hence acquire valuable feedback; as the first releases of the two REVEAL
applications were not ready up until the end of the second reporting period.
As it was reported in deliverable D8.2.2:’Dissemination activities report’ (which covered the period up
to M17), REVEAL outcomes were demonstrated at a number of important conferences, workshops,
and clustering events, where interested users and potential buyers from the journalism and
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enterprise field (not researchers – that were targeted by other conference events) were attending.
1
2
Indicative examples include, but are not limited to, the News Impact Summit 2015 and CeBIT 2015 .
3
Other direct input was captured via a set of interviews and deliberate discussions taking place at
4
conference venues with highly important and well recognized people such as Jeff Jarvis , Eliot
5
6
Higgins , and Matt Durham .
Other activities conducted towards this direction after M17, not currently documented within a
deliverable, include:
-

-

Demonstration of REVEAL environment to the External Advisory Board members at project
month M20, as documented in annex section 0 of this report;
Demonstration of REVEAL environment to 18 journalism students from Oslo and Akershus
University College (with past experience on the field of a few months to five years) at project
month M20 ;
Demonstration of REVEAL approach and solutions at various events (more on
http://revealproject.eu/events) and to peers and staff of SAG and DW;
Showcasing of varying verification approaches to potential customers and verification
experts by ATC;
st
th
Experiments during Software AG product trainings. On 1 of July in Munich and on 7 of
July in Cologne a total number of 16 participants were interviewed regarding the aims of
REVEAL for the enterprise scenario and usage of Gamification artefacts.

Recommendation 4: Requirements
Requirements are essential for the success of REVEAL. The requirements in D1.1 need to be validated,
refined and extended. It is recommended to involve relevant communities outside the Consortium for reevaluation with a feedback loop approach. Better prioritization of requirements is suggested, as the vast
majority of them are now at same level of priority.
Despite the fact that tasks T1.1:’Requirements analysis in the journalism field’ and T1.2:’
Requirements analysis in the enterprise field’ have ended at project month M6, the user
requirements that were derived as part of deliverable D1.1 from those two tasks continued to be
monitored, refined and updated following:
-

1
2

3

our revised focus upon the state-of-the-art – in relation to review recommendations no.1 and
no.2 concerning future work;
the consolidation and analysis of feedback received from the involvement of external people
- in relation to review recommendation no.3 concerning future work;

http://newsimpact.io/events/news-impact-summit-hamburg
http://www.cebit.de/home
Interviews, mainly conducted by Deutsche Welle, with external stakeholders are available in text or video format at project portal

www.revealproject.eu
4

Jeff Jarvis: Journalist and Professor at City University of New York, author of ‘What Would Google Do?’ and @BuzzMachine blogger –
with 151k twitter followers, https://twitter.com/jeffjarvis
5

Eliot Higgins: Founder of Bellingcat. Research fellow at CENTRIC. Visiting research associate at King's College London's Department of
War Studies – with 34.5k twitter followers, https://twitter.com/EliotHiggins
6

Matt Durham: Strategist Driving Revenue & Creating Product Differentiation | Sr. Vice President, Market Strategy at Software AG,
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mattdurham
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legal restrictions emerged from updated API terms and conditions of the social media that
we are targeting;
technical challenges experienced during development.

All of the above mentioned activities were controlled by task T1.4:’Consolidation of results and
knowledge transfer’ with the assistance of T1.3: Legal/regulatory requirements identification &
analysis’ and the support of tasks T8.1, T8.4, T7.2, and all technical ones as indicated in the
response of the previous review recommendation. As a result the user requirement were adapted
and further prioritized to meet the project and market needs. Especially, constant exchanges with
end users of REVEAL solutions were permanently carried out in the development process. Their
feedback was obtained frequently in the past reporting period; in specific (i) for the journalism use
case, this was primarily done with DW journalists who are confronted with verification challenges on
a day-to-day basis as part of their work, and (ii) for the enterprise scenario, this was done mainly with
the identified stake holders (marketing managers, community administrators etc.) inside SAG.
Although an updated release of D1.1 is scheduled for delivery at project month M27, an intermediate
draft version of that documentation was set for delivery at M24’, with the objective of reflecting the
current work, addressing the particular review recommendation, and facilitating the assessment
nd
process of the 2 project review.

Recommendation 5: Advisory Board
The technical Advisory Board should be involved as early as possible in the project so that relative
feedback can duly be taken into account. Output of the meetings with the AB should be detailed in the
Management Reports.
The REVEAL external advisory board (EAB) was established within the first reporting period
consisting of six expert members for providing consulting services on legal and technical ground. Our
involvement with this external committee started at project month M11. This concerned the
preparation and signing of the necessary NDAs, and the provision of concrete project results to the
st
experts committee members for review and collection of input by the latter; whereas the 1 EAB
meeting took place at M12 (Oct. 2015).
nd

Following the suggestion of the EC expert reviewers, the 2 EAB meeting was organised earlier
st
than the first one at project month M20 (Jun. 2015) - four months after the receipt of the 1
consolidated review report and five months prior the end of the second reporting period. In order to
speed up the process of scheduling this meeting, videoconferencing facilities were utilized - in
contrast with our first contact with the EAB members where a physical meeting took place.
As it is reported in the annex section of this documentation, the meeting with the technical advisory
th
th
board took place on the 8 of Jun. 2015, whereas the legal one was held on the 19 of the same
month. From the legal perspective focus was set on the intermediate liability issues for third party
content, and from the technical side on the technical status of the project related to (i) the workflows
and features to be provided by the REVEAL platform, as well as (ii) the review of a set of mock-ups
that demonstrated the front-end of the envisaged journalism & enterprise platforms; both of which
reflecting the realization of the envisioned user requirements and use cases.
The output of the discussions that were conducted and the review outcomes of both the legal and
technical EAB meetings were satisfactory. Comments and suggestive guidelines provided by the
expert committee members were collected, analysed and communicated to the technical teams. This
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implied some slight adaptations to the current working plans for enhancing the functionality of the
envisaged applications and reassuring their compliance to the legal framework(s) in force. Taking
into consideration the release of the two REVEAL applications that are scheduled for delivery at
project month M24, having the EAB meeting (and other relevant review activities; see prior
responses to e.g. review recommendations R3, R4 of future work) at M20 gave us the advantage of
adapting ourselves as required.

Recommendation 6: Legal Framework
A solid communication channel between the partner working on legal issues and the technical leaders
should be established. Technical decisions on the platform implementation and features should be
promptly communicated in order to allow specific legal issues that those technical decisions could
potentially generate to be analysed. Feedback from the legal team should be validated before taking
further technical decisions.
The importance of the synergy among the legal and technical team members was well recognized
even from proposal writing phase. During the first reporting period a communication channel was
established between the two teams, and maintained within the second year of the project duration as
well with the primarily objective of ensuring that: (i) development activities are in line with the
legislative framework in force, and (ii) REVEAL applications (journalism & enterprise) could be
commercially exploited after the end of the project - or even during the project’s lifetime if time and
resources permit.
This communication channel is supported by the activities conducted in the context of tasks
T1.3:’Legal/regulatory requirements identification & analysis’ and T1.4:’Consolidation of results and
knowledge transfer’; whereas the first one is responsible for the legal validity of REVEAL outcomes
and the provision of the necessary consulting services to the technical team, and the second one for
the consolidation and documentation of results, and knowledge transfer to all consortium members.
To this respect, according to the agile development methodology that is followed within the project
for the past two years the legal perspective is injected into this process as described below:
-

-

-

Prior to any activity or major change in plan the legal framework related to the REVEAL
domain is presented. This occurred in the beginning of the first reporting period for the first
time. Then updates followed on a 3-4 months basis (in the context of plenary meetings)
where the legal team presented the overall legal framework pertinent to the needs of the
project and explained in detail what can and cannot be supported according to the project
baseline.
After every cycle of user requirements elicitation process or an amendment on a requirement
the legal team validates the functionality of the proposed requirement(s) prior signaling the
initiation of the respective development activities. Legal reviews handle the REVEAL s/w
components as black boxes in the sense that focus is set on the information that is inputted
and outputted by the respective components without paying attention to their internal logic
i.e. worksflows or algorithms utilised. Of course guidelines on the computation of personal or
sensitive data are provided.
From the legal perspective, development activities are being monitored on a bi-weekly or
monthly basis throughout the remote technical meetings that are organized per Workpackage.
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In the event that there is a change in the legal framework (relevant to the project) or the
terms and conditions of the social media APIs that REVEAL targets an update to the
technical team is provided. Further guidance is given in the event where a restriction - not
imposed by an earlier version of a legal document - applies.

Of course, there is no need to mention that consulting services are provided on an ad-hoc basis
upon a request from a technical team member. A good example that reflects the tight
collaboration among the legal and technical teams can be found within the draft version of
deliverable D1.2b that portrays a list of legal restrictions which were imposed by emerging social
media API modifications and the associated technical mitigation strategies that were followed to
overcome the given problem(s).

Recommendation 7: Dissemination and Exploitation
In Y2, the consortium should identify and target relevant business stakeholders. Both individual (per
partner) and joint exploitation plans need to be created. The work on exploitation plan for Y1 has been
excellent, but the next update is foreseen at M36 in the DoW. The reviewers suggest to have an interim
draft version of the exploitation plan delivered at M24.
As it was advised by the EC, an intermediate release of the exploitation deliverable was set for
submission at project month M24 to document the activities that were carried out during the second
project year in the context of task 8.2:’Market analysis and exploitation planning’.
Following the maturity of the technical developments that we experienced during this period, we as a
consortium, were at a better position to define more concretely individual and overall exploitation
plans. As it was also communicated in the response of the review recommendation no.3 concerning
the period under review, within deliverable D8.3.1a:’Exploitation plan’ each partner has declared
individual exploitation intentions per REVEAL module; as indicated every module may be exploited
either at an individual or partially-joint level. With respect to the overall, joint (of all partners),
exploitation plan the consortium intention is to proceed to the commercialization of the journalism
and enterprise applications. In order to strengthen our exploitation strategy the Unique Selling
Proposition of REVEAL is already defined, and an Intellectual Property Rights document has been
prepared for supporting both the individual and joint exploitation plans.
In addition, as it is documented in the latest dissemination activity report (deliverable D8.2.2.)
REVEAL managed to create a trusted authority position in the ‘Verification of Social Media’
landscape - a large and diverse trusted network that includes all the communities (European
Commission, Scientific, Industrial and the community at large) that we target. The trustworthy
reputation of REVEAL is illustrated, for example, by the network we have created on Twitter. As a
result our portfolio contacts was also enlarged by establishing connections with other verification
initiatives, tech start-ups, journalists, researchers and community managers that do verification on a
regular basis, or who are engaged in the verification business in other ways.
Those contacts have contributed substantially directly or indirectly on the verification of the REVEAL
user requirements and the update of the services to be offered by the REVEAL journalism and
enterprise applications, whereas a specific set of V.I.Ps maintained under the umbrella of task T8.4:’
REVEAL community building’ will be selected for participating in the summative evaluation of the
project outcomes - in year three - immediately after the delivery of the two applications.
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3 Work progress and achievements during the period
3.1

WP1: User Requirements and Regulatory Framework

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP1 concern the establishment of the foundations for all subsequent
development work. This involves a recap of the assumptions that were made in the proposal
submission process and period, and a revisit of the market and stakeholder analysis that has been
conducted during the proposal stage, so that these are updated for reflecting the recent trends and
developments with regard to existing tools, services and market needs. In the context of this workpackage two detailed requirements analysis will be conducted, one in the area of journalism, and the
other in the field of enterprise networks. In addition, the relevant regulatory framework will also be
examined to ensure that the development will be in line with current regulations and legal practices
on personal data protection. Based on the outcome of work conducted in WP1, developer partners
will propose their final system specifications and architecture design.

Progress towards objectives
Task 1.1: Requirements analysis in the journalism field
Task 1.2: Requirements analysis in the enterprise field
These tasks ended successfully in Y1, at project month M6.
However, it should be noted that the monitoring and adaptation of user requirements (when and
where needed) continued to be carried out under the Tasks T1.4, T6.3 and T6.4. The additional work
performed towards this direction is reflected in the draft deliverable D1.2b that was submitted at
project month M24; whereas its final release is scheduled for M27.

Task 1.3: Legal/regulatory requirements identification & analysis
This task continued to concentrate on the establishment of the regulatory framework to safeguard
the implementation and exploitation activities within REVEAL from a legal perspective. Towards
these lines, during the current reporting period the relevant legislative framework in force within the
EU with regard to intermediary liability was analyzed and studied. Via a maintained close
collaboration of KU Leuven (legal expert and leader of this task) with the pilot and technical partners
of the consortium the role of REVEAL as an intermediary was analysed. A set of practical legal
recommendations to guide the development activities of the project and to ensure compliance of the
REVEAL platform with the EU E-Commerce Framework were developed.
Preliminary results of this assessment of the REVEAL platform were documented in deliverable
D1.2a, as well as possible evolutions of the applicable legal framework during the project lifecycle.
Other activities that were performed under this task concerned (i) on-going assistance of the
technical team members on their formal obligations related to the data processing within REVEAL,
(ii) an analysis of the Terms & Conditions of social media networks such as Twitter and LinkedIn and
possible legal restrictions for the use of their API’s by REVEAL as well as, (iii) the provision of a
Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions for the REVEAL platform.
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Task 1.4: Consolidation of results and knowledge transfer
The activities conducted within the second year of the project concentrated on the following three
main pillars:


Alignment: for ensuing that the design of the applications (journalism and enterprise) are in
line with the captured requirements and capabilities of the project partners;



Knowledge transfer: for assuring a proper knowledge transfer and establishing a common
and coherent view of project objectives within the technical teams;



Maintenance: for sustaining and updating the user requirements and their alignment to the
legal framework throughout the project lifetime as the project matures.

This task acted as the ‘bridge’ between the captured requirements, and the legal restrictions that
brought closer the legal experts, pilot users and technical people of the consortium with the objective
of ensuring that the applications designed are aligned to the legislative framework in force and also
are possible to be realised in the context of the project.

Deliverables and milestone list for WP1

Lead
beneficiary

Nature

Diss. Level

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

D1.1a

Updated Requirements

1

ATC

R

D

7

M24 = Oct.
2015

D1.2a

Legal/regulatory requirements
analysis

1

KULeuven

R

I

D1.2b

Legal/regulatory requirements
analysis

1

KULeuven

R

D

Del.
no.

Deliverable name

8

Delivered
Yes/No

WP no.

List of Deliverables
Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

Y

05 Nov.
2015

M18 = Apr.
2015

Y

15 May
2015

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

7

“D” stands for “Draft”. A draft deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL
consortium members. A deliverable of that type forms an intermediate version of an actual deliverable and
may be communicated to the European Commission for assessment purposes.
8

“I” stands for “Internal”. An internal deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL
consortium members. A deliverable of that type may be communicated to the European Commission for
assessment purposes.
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List of Milestones
Milestone
No.

4

3.2

Milestone name

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015

WP2: Contributor Modelling

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP2 concern the discovery of contributor models across different social
networks taking into account the contributor activity, and the structure/characteristics of the social
networks in which the contribution is effectuated. The contributors’ profiles across different networks
will be unified and contributors’ models will be derived. Moreover, in the context of community and
influential user detection an analysis of the social network(s) will be conducted. Finally, the trust level
of each contributor will be derived and used in modelling the spread of information.
Progress towards objectives
Task 2.1: Contributor profiles
Within the first quarter of the current reporting period of which this task was active efforts were
mainly based on the presence modality and gamification.
The presence modality aimed to discover the digital “footprint” of the same user across multiple
social networks. It should be noted that the duplicate user accounts module was designed and
implemented in the context of T2.3 to estimate the presence modality.
In the context of gamification, enhanced access to the SAG community data was provided by
designing REST service interfaces. An extended literature search was conducted to evaluate which
types of badges or scoring type would be reasonable for the purpose of REVEAL. Finally, user
experiments were designed and carried out to evaluate the gamification aspects that would motivate
people to provide a complete profile. In particular, such user evaluation was conducted during the
CEBIT-2015 event, and additional experiments were performed in the context of in house product
trainings for customers of SAG. In addition, an initial online survey was designed to get further user
feedback so as to support the future enterprise application pilot development.
The outcome of the activities conducted under this task was documented in deliverable D2.2 that
was submitted at M20

Task 2.2: Analysis of communities around people and content
In the context of T2.2 focus was set on the following modules: the topic based unsupervised
influence, supervised influence, user network profile classifier, and multipartite community detection.
In specific:
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The topic based unsupervised influence module discovers the influence of user related to a topic that
is specified by some keywords. Work concerned the consideration of a weighted graph that
represents the strength of interactions among users, as well as the location of the keywords that
denote the topic in the post (e.g. as tags, or within the main text). Algorithmic enhancements were
performed to limit the importance of users who are very active (i.e. the have many posts) but their
posts are not shared (e.g. re-tweeted) that much. Experiments show that the enhanced algorithm
when compared with base line methods had similar behaviour for the top 20 users. Finally, two
versions of this module were provided as prototypes for implementation (one based in the
algorithmic enhancements, and the other based on base line methods).
The supervised influence module discovers all the influential users on a topic given some seed
users. Experiments were performed on a ground truth data set to establish the validity of this
method, and additional experimentation were done on a link recommendation task.
Both influence modules have been enhanced with RabbitMQ to post results, and they were
integrated in the REVEAL platform.
The user network profile classifier module classifies users to topic labels categories related to their
activity based on their social interactions with other users. The module is able to work on multiple
types of user networks (e.g., subscription, reply, re-tweet) and even combining sources of
information from different types of networks, if more than one are available (e.g., mention + retweet). The module is based on the detection of user-centric communities that are used as features
for classification. A community weighting step was added, that boosts the importance of highly
informative communities in order to improve the module’s performance. Additionally, an automated
method for annotating users was developed for the Twitter case; it involves crowdsourcing keywords
from Twitter list descriptions for central users in the dataset. The classification propagates these
labels to similar users. This module was deployed as a Docker image, communicates with PServer
and MongoDB, passes messages via RabbitMQ and is fully integrated with the rest of the REVEAL
platform
The multipartite community detection module forms communities that comprise users, keywords (and
in particular names, places and organisations) and URLs. This module was re-encoded in Java to
facilitate integration and experiments were performed on multiple data sets from Twitter. This module
exports data to RabbitMQ and has been prepared for integration.
The outcome of the activities conducted under this task was documented in deliverable D2.2 that
was submitted at M20.

Task 2.3: Contributor behaviour analysis
In the frame of this task, efforts were mainly based on the user roles, trust prediction, source finding,
duplicate user accounts, and information cascades which are described in detail below.
The user roles module aims to categorise users to roles such as: elitist, popular initiator, taciturn etc,
while this categorization is based on the interaction pattern among the users. Work was performed
on the computation of roles for the users in the SNOW data set and; a data set from the
StackExchange forum. Moreover, investigation was carried out to learn about users that are
assigned to the: no-role category. The output of this module is in the form of a CSV file to facilitate
integration with the PServer. A stream based version was also designed to run over a stream of
Tweeter data, and an early analysis on the SAG community data was as well performed.
The trust prediction module aims to infer the level of trustworthiness of each user. An agent based
simulation module was defined, and relevant features were extracted from some data from Liquid
Feedback (a forum). Additionally, an evaluation methodology was set and a feature engineering on
a data set from Twitter was performed.
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The source finding module aims to discover the original source of topic that is under discussion
among many users. A first prototype implementation was performed on the “hot topic” on the SNOW
dataset.
The duplicate user accounts module aims to discover duplicate user accounts across social
networks and thus to estimate the presence modality. In particular, the initial focus was on Twitter
and LinkedIn and utilized multiple metrics and various features of the user profile and a supervised
learning framework. Despite the fact that the outcome of the specific module was really encouraging
the recent legal limitations imposed by the LinkedIn prevent the wider applicability of its methods; a
research publication on that was made at Simbad (2015) under the title: “Similarity-based User
Identification across Social Networks”, by K. Zamani, G. Paliouras, D. Vogiatzis.
The information cascades module aims to predict the future evolution of social network. In particular
it observes the network at the level of user communities, and tries to predict the future form of a
community, and especially whether it will grow, shrink or disappear. Early experiments were
performed on data from Twitter with sequential and non-sequential classifiers.
The outcome of the activities conducted under this task was documented in Deliverable D2.2 that
was submitted at M20.
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WP3: Multimedia Analysis and Indexing

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP3 concern the extraction of hidden modalities from the content of media
items shared on social media platforms. More specifically, WP3 aspires to develop a toolbox for
facilitating the indexing of user-generated content with the dual goal of (a) discovering high-quality
and trustworthy media content, and (b) detecting fraudulent, misleading and duplicate content. Thus,
research and development in this work-package targets the following outcomes:


a base multimedia indexing toolbox enabling large-scale content-based search and filtering
capabilities on large amounts of multimedia content collected from OSNs;



novel scalable approaches for linking online content with the goal of analysing content
creation, modification and spreading across OSNs;



hidden modality extraction approaches, in particular approaches dealing with text stylometry
and with the detection and analysis of digital image manipulations.

The planned indexing approaches will be based on text, visual and hybrid (making use of both text
and visual content) analysis methods. Due to the complexity of the problem at hand, the output of the
envisioned methodologies is expected to be combined with user relevance feedback acquired as
part of the end user pilot applications (WP6) so that human judgment is included in the content
analysis loop to ensure verification of the produced results.

Progress towards objectives
Task 3.1: Multimedia indexing toolbox
During the first quarter of the current reporting period of which this task was active, work focused on
the finalization and integration of the relevant modules by incorporating Apache Storm and
RabbitMQ, whereas particular emphasis was also given to research activities for the further
optimization of the system performance. As a result, the web image focused crawler was finalized
within the REVEAL platform, the visual indexer was also integrated and delivered, and the
framework was linked with the similarity retriever.
In specific, the web image focused crawler was further enhanced with a custom made filtering
module that would leave very small images, icons and thumbnails out of the crawler results, since
such pictures are irrelevant to the target user groups, and add unnecessary overhead to the system.
In addition, instead of downloading all images during crawling and then filtering out the smaller ones,
an image size prediction method was implemented, based on the image URLs or the textual
information around the images in Web pages. It should be noted that the common crawl dataset was
used for training and evaluations, on which the approach yielded satisfactory results. Thus the
focused image crawler reached its final version, featuring high throughput image delivery combined
with real-time filtering and processing of relevant images.
In the frame of the text content analysis, the HTML segmentation module was finalized. Moreover,
an extended evaluation and implementation of the named entity recognition module was carried out,
capable of identifying people, places and organization names as well as dates within texts by
exploiting pre-processing techniques including tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech (POS)
tagging and shallow parsing. The module was implemented and integrated to the REVEAL platform.
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Task 3.2: Multimedia relation discovery and linking
In the context of this task, extensive investigation of existing techniques for relation extraction took
place and a new approach was proposed and evaluated capitalizing upon a number of pre- and postprocessing steps to take into account the special nature of texts in social media. The implementation
of the relation discovery module was completed and integrated in the REVEAL platform.
In addition, an integrated framework named Media REVEALr was implemented, merging the input of
the focused web crawler with the relation discovery and linking modules for information filtering. The
framework supports tasks such as near-duplicate detection and content- and context- based
aggregation (in the form of clustering, merging of content from different sources, and named entity
extraction).
The implemented framework collects incoming textual and visual input from the crawler, which is
consecutively processed and stored. Named entities and visual features are extracted, nearduplicate image filtering takes place, and the images are clustered based on visual similarity;
whereas aggregation based on named entities and relations discovered in the text content of the
collected items is also performed. An improved, incremental version of the DBSCAN clustering
algorithm was also designed and implemented for visual clustering, and a graphical user interface
was implemented for granting users access to the framework functionalities. The resulting system
output has the form of multimedia clusters drawn from the web and social media capable of
representing past or unfolding real-world events.
As part of this task, during the current reporting period an event detection and summarization
framework was also developed. Therefore, on one hand with respect to the aforementioned relation
extraction approach, research focused on detecting events in multimedia collections (e.g. images)
and classifying them by their type. As an example, the scope (global, local, or regional), duration
(single-day or multi-days) or nature (personal or social) of an event was used for organization. Hence
following this approach, multiple modalities (textual, visual, time posted, posting user etc.) are used
for grouping media items and a sliding window approach is used for tracking events over time. On
the other hand, regarding the event summarization framework research focused on how
representative images from an event can be selected based on image diversity, popularity, and their
temporal distance with each other. As part of the research work, an implementation of the multimedia
detection and summarization approach was accepted by the Yahoo-Flickr event summarization
grand challenge in the context of the 2015 ACM Multimedia Conference.

Task 3.3: Multimedia forensic analysis
During the current reporting period research activities within this task were substantially intensified
focusing on three distinct areas namely the text stylometry, fake content detection in Twitter, and
image forensics.
With respect to stylometry a novel approach was investigated. The proposed model is able to identify
with high accuracy the age, gender as well as the personality traits of a social media user, based
only on his/her text posts. It should be noted that the positive magnitude of the proposed approach’s
9
performance was acknowledged in an international challenge (PAN ) on author profiling.
In terms of fake content detection on Twitter, work progressed towards extending the image
verification corpus, which now consists of several thousand tweets and their accompanying images,
containing false information, along with a comparable amount of Tweets with truthful content. During
the second year, the dataset was not only used for research within Task 3.3, but was also made
available to the research community and served as the basis for the MediaEval 2015 “Verifying
9

http://www.uni-weimar.de/medien/webis/events/pan-15/pan15-web/author-profiling.html
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Multimedia Use” task. Additionally, an approach for fake tweet detection was developed and tested
on the image verification corpus. The system exploits multiple tweet modalities, namely text, user
and image-based features, and consecutively applies a machine learning approach to detect tweets
carrying false information; this was also submitted to the aforementioned MediaEval 2015 Task. The
corpus and the initial version of the fake tweet detector are described in detail in deliverable D3.2
that was submitted at project month M20.
With respect to image forensics, a large data set of real-world forged images was created by
collecting all possible instances of many famous forgeries from the Web, organizing them, and
building ground-truth masks for localizing the forgery in the picture. This collection, named as the
10
“Wild Web tampered image dataset” was made available to the research community . Furthermore,
multiple algorithms from the current state-of-the-art in image forensics were implemented in
MATLAB, and consecutively tested on both the Wild Web dataset and standard synthetic benchmark
datasets. Guided by these evaluations, an extensible prototype version of the REVEAL multimedia
manipulation detector toolbox was developed and incorporated in the REVEAL platform; currently
featuring three comparatively successful image forensics algorithms. Deliverable D3.2 describes the
Wild Web dataset, the survey of the state-of-the-art and the MATLAB prototype implementations up
to the date of its submission, as well as the first version of the online forensics toolbox.
Last but not least, it should be noted that Deutsche Welle contributed a small but highly structured
and well-documented data set of tampered images, reflecting specific journalistic user requirements,
both for use in evaluations within REVEAL and for distribution among the research community.
Acquisition of this data set by CERTH led to further evaluations on the suitability of forensics
algorithms for the task.
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WP4: Context-centric Information Analysis

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP4 concern the provision of a toolkit for analyzing the different
dimensions of context of both contributors and content items, and the coherence relations between
context items with reference to the social, topical, and geo-spatial context dimensions. The meaning,
influence, significance, and authoritativeness of a particular content item will also be considered.
Apart from all these dimensions, and the methods of extracting those from social network content
items, this work-package will also investigate general semantic analysis methods that are to be
applied for fusing individual context information into a general picture.

Progress towards objectives
Task 4.1: Geo-spatial context extraction
During the first quarter of the current reporting period of which this task was active, the following
components where implemented and integrated, namely the geoparsing component and the
geotagging one.
For the geoparsing component the approach that was used is based on a named entity matching
and requires access to a pre-loaded map database (i.e. OpenStreetMap). A set of pre-loaded global
cities was used (300,000 locations) in addition to a number of focus areas with region, street and
building information (e.g. New York). Pre-processing included a token expansion step where
abbreviations and language-specific variants of street and building types are used to create token
sets that best represent the way social media users refer to each location. Real-time text is tokenized
into n-gram tokens and matched to an in-memory cache of known location n-gram tokens. The use
of pre-loaded location data also allowed us to avoid error prone named entity recognition (NER)
steps and yielded higher precision results (i.e. 0.9 or higher) compared to state of the art NER
approaches without compromising on the overall F1 scores.
The objective of the geotagging component was to calculate the geographical location of social
media items using text analysis on their content (e.g., tweets and image tags). Based on a precalculated probabilistic refined language model, which was derived from processing a massive
amount of geotagged data, an actual location was obtained for each query item, in terms of latitude
and longitude coordinates. Two sets of items are involved in the approach. The first, typically a
massive corpus of geotagged textual items, was used for creating (training) the language model, and
the second for testing the geotagging accuracy of the constructed model. The two sets are
envisaged to be used as training and test set for the remaining of the research work that is left. In the
case of Flickr images (which are used as an experimental test bed in this work), the image metadata
used are the tags, title, user ID, image ID and description. A participation in the Mediaeval Placing
Task 2015 was also conducted based on this approach achieving the best results in terms of
geotagging accuracy.

Task 4.2: Social context extraction
Work on Task 4.2 led to the delivery and integration into the REVEAL platform of the “social context
derived from interaction” and “social context around content” components.
The “social context derived from interaction” component derives the roles of users from their
interaction with other users. In a social network, a role can be described as a summary of the
relationships taken up by a user, without regard to the particular sub-community the user is a part of.
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Thus, a role analysis of a social network partitions the set of persons into roles. Unlike graph
clustering algorithm, the set of persons having each role do not have to form tightly-connected
clusters; it is rather their relative position to other users that is analysed. The approach followed in
this component recognizes the following roles: joining conversationalists, taciturns, supporters,
elitists, popular participants, grunts and ignored. The component was evaluated on the SNOW
Twitter dataset, as described in deliverable D4.2.
The approach used by the “social context around content” component in order to extract modalities
for online items (e.g., multimedia items, forum thread posts) was based on the statistical modelling of
the user-generated social graph around an initial post. Given an item that has gathered a social
graph of a certain size, the module makes inferences on its future state by comparing it with online
items with at least the same social graph size. Furthermore, the module can infer which online items
tend to get popular in the sense of a high up vote score, and which ones are discussion raising
material that influences and interests a large number of users. This was done by targeting various
future values such as simple post score, number of underlying comments, and number of users
implicated in the discussion/propagation of the item.
Task 4.3: Topical context extraction
In the context of this task, work was focused on three research directions. The first one concerned
the study and development of an approach for analysing the community structure, interaction and
evolution in graphs that emerge from interactions within the social media, and a scheme for ranking
the dynamic communities which are formed over time. The method was applied on a Twitter dataset
and it was shown that it can serve as a means of discovering persistent topics of discussion and
influential users that can be used as newshounds but also users who repeatedly create spam and try
to piggyback onto popular events to promote their personal agenda.
The second research area was related to the conceptualisation and delivery of an approach for
group evolution detection (GED). Efforts on this were based on the number of common nodes, but
also on a structural measure. GED uses a criterion that is known as inclusion of a community in
another, in the next time frame. Experiments that were conducted considered the degree of a node
as its quality, and an amount of 208.841 tweets were collected from the time range between
18/3/2014 and 19/3/2014, based on the following keywords: Crimea, Russia, Nazi, EU, and Ukraine
from the streaming API of Twitter.
The third research area concerned the “event recognition” component, in which the goal was to
extract useful and human readable information about user activity in social media. Experiments were
conducted on the SNOW dataset using the crisp (non-probabilistic) event recognition engine RTEC.
As a first step, complex event recognition (CER) was performed on static data, stored in files. Data
were extracted (low-level events) about user influence and topics from the dataset and were stored
as Prolog facts in files. Rules (Prolog clauses) were designed that describe which complex events
should be recognized, as well as their dependencies on low-level events. These rules represented
the first step in CER. In the second phase, CER was performed on streaming data, where the lowlevel events were given as a stream via RabbitMQ. In an effort to accelerate the CER process,
different Prolog environments as well as grounding techniques were tested.
Additionally, work was performed on crisp (non-probabilistic) semi-supervised structure learning.
Learning programs in the Event Calculus is a challenging task that requires proper handling of
negation and unobserved predicates. Learners that are able to handle such issues, typically utilize
abduction to account for unobserved supervision, and learn by generalizing all examples
simultaneously to ensure soundness, at the cost of an often intractable search space. In this work,
an alternative approach was proposed, where a semi-supervised framework was used to obtain the
unobserved supervision, and then a hypothesis was constructed by a divide-and-conquer search.
The proposed approach was tested on a real-life, activity recognition application.
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Moreover, in order to deal with uncertainty, a probabilistic event recognition engine was designed
based on Markov Logic Networks to combine a well-defined temporal logic formalism (Event
Calculus) with statistical relational modelling and learning methods in order to efficiently handle noisy
environments. Subsequently, probabilistic inference algorithms were employed to perform event
recognition under uncertainty. These algorithms were based on stochastic local search and integer
linear programming. Furthermore, supervised online weight learning algorithms were developed to
estimate the parameters of the logic rules and simultaneously handle large training datasets. Finally,
a supervised online structure learning algorithm was developed based on relational pathfinding and
inductive logic programming techniques, such as mode declarations, in order to effectively search for
new rules explaining the training data.
All of the above implementations are envisaged to be integrated to the REVEAL platform early within
the third reporting period.

Task 4.4: Semantic context analysis
Efforts on this task were spent on the delivery of the geo-semantics component, which is based on
feature extraction from microblog texts, motivated by coupling concepts from relational extraction.
The focus was on text associated with a location to make the report more exact (e.g. 10 miles north
of London). The component is intended for textual relations that are associated with a location but
not necessarily connected to another named entity; as an example “eyewitness report in London”
would indicate that the text describes an event located in the location “London”, represented by a
corresponding semantic entity “London/UK”.
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WP5: Modalities Analysis Framework

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP5 concern the utilization of the information discovered in work-packages
st
nd
2 to 4 to provide estimates of 1 and 2 level modalities, which will be combined to provide a
comprehensive view of the credibility of a media source and content, and be presented to users in a
unified visualization framework. In order to achieve this, WP5 will elicit framework requirements from
project partners and prospective users of the system regarding the overall process flow of collecting,
collating, analysing and presenting the modalities. As a result, a scalable open architecture design
for presentation of results, which will be prototyped and incrementally developed over the course of
the project, will be created. WP5 will be closely connected to WP1 (Requirements) initially, to the
technical development work packages WP2, 3 and 4 during the course of the project, and to WP6
(the Pilot Applications work package) to ensure that the development and evolution of the
architecture and its implementation takes into account the needs and feedback of the users.

Progress towards objectives
Task 5.1: REVEAL modalities modelling
During the second year of the project duration, work in T5.1 continued to progress using the
architectural design pattern that was created in the context of WP4, following a coherent integration
with the modalities analysis fusion framework of WP5. The modalities analysis progressed well with
an internal WP5 data dictionary created to coordinate modalities from WP2/3/4. A set of material was
produced from this task and shared among the technical team members as part of the WP5 platform
milestone software prototype release.
The trust and credibility model prototype was based on the scalable triple store solution. Several
triples stores were benchmarked for both OWL inference and SPARQL/GeoSPARQL queries. An
agile development methodology was followed with regular knowledge-engineering steps evolving the
WP5 trust model as end users partner feedback was received. The model prototype release made
heavy use of the class/individual mirror design pattern (i.e. owl:Restriction) to facilitate inference for
classification of evidence. SPIN rules were avoided since it was expected incremental evidence will
appear in real-time that could become out of sync with SPIN-based inference. These technology
choices are being kept under review as testing continues with larger use cases and datasets. In
addition, separate SPARQL graphs were also utilized for a-priori knowledge and inference relating to
user viewpoints, allowing multiple viewpoints to run in parallel.
Engagement between WP5 and WP6/7 led to the creation of a plan to perform ethnographic studies
on both trainee journalists and professional journalists as they perform verification tasks. It is
anticipated that the result of these studies will give WP5 both a ground truth dataset of gold standard
verification decisions (i.e. content accept and reject) and high quality end user feedback; something
that will be extensively exploited during the coming year.
Furthermore work was performed and published in the context of the MediaEval-2015 Verification
Verifying Multimedia Use challenge. A prototype system was created to extract from textual patterns
in tweets claims about images being fake or real, and attribution statements about the source of the
content. Attributed source named entities (e.g. BBC News) were compared automatically to a list of
11
trusted sources in the same way a human journalist might do. The approach was based on a
classic natural language processing pipeline involving tokenization, Parts of Speech (POS) tagging,
11

Middleton, S.E. "Extracting Attributed Verification and Debunking Reports from Social Media: MediaEval-2015 Trust and Credibility
Analysis of Image and Video", MediaEval-2015, Wurzen, Germany, Sept 2015
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named entity recognition and relational extraction. The REVEAL WP5 challenge submission made
no mistakes at all and was awarded a ‘distinctive mention’. This work will progress in the future
towards a WP3/5 integration to support verification of images based on weather and lighting image
classification, cross-checked with known event location and time of day facts asserted by end users.
In addition, in the context of collaboration with SENSE4US project (Data Insights for Policy Makers
and Citizens, FP7-611242, http://www.sense4us.eu), WP5 software was exploited with the
SENSE4US UK Scottish Referendum Twitter dataset. This joint REVEAL/SENSE4US analysis work
contributed to a journal paper submitted to the ACM Transactions on Information Systems (now
accepted, due to be published in 2016).

Task 5.2: Metadata driven data fusion of analysis reports
Similarly to the previous task, the architectural design pattern that was created in the context of WP4
guided the work of T5.2, following a coherent integration with the modalities analysis fusion
framework of WP5; and a set of material were produced from this task and shared among the
technical team members as part of the WP5 platform milestone software prototype release.
The development of an APACHE Storm and RabbitMQ-based situation assessment framework and
Storm controller continued. A highly efficient data aggregation service was created that could
serialize raw JSON social media content published in real-time by a crawler to a relational
PostgreSQL + PostGIS database. Asynchronous annotations (e.g. geoparsed locations arriving
several seconds after the original content item was published) were supported through use of
carefully engineered messaging pipelines and highly efficient incrementally updated relational index
tables. The situation assessment database model supports queries with sub-second latencies for
datasets of up to 1,000,000 content items. Caching of geospatial objects and use of PostGIS
indexing allows these query latencies even for location annotations. No need to mention that the
work that was derived under this task sets the basis for production of the interactive visualizations
which is part of task T5.3.

Task 5.3: Visualisation and data analytics
Work on the interactive decision support system (DSS) visualizations of WP5 aggregated content
continued during year two, following an agile development approach with regular checkpoints to elicit
end user feedback. A rapid prototype for several visualization options was created and end users
were given the opportunity to provide feedback. As a result the first prototype demonstrator was
delivered in project month M20 and a subsequent one in M24 for the needs of ICT2015 event held in
Lisbon.
The overall visualization approach taken by the DSS framework is one of multi-dimensional views
following a direct manipulation user interface (UI) metaphor. This approach is motivated by the
12
classic work of Ben Shneiderman on Direct Manipulation Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Each
visualization represents a different way to visualize, segment and explore the content items and
people profiles behind each situation assessment database. Users (i.e. journalists or enterprise
analysts) can visually explore each dataset, interactively changing filter and cluster settings to cluster
and sub-cluster large datasets of social media content interactively allowing users to find content
relevant to their verification needs. For example, the prototype supports a timeline view, with content
sampled per hour or day, and a map view with content clustered by location.

12

Shneiderman, B. "Direct Manipulation: A Step Beyond Programming Languages", IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol. 16, No. 8,
August, pp. 57–69 (1983)
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The DSS framework consists of a HTTP endpoint that is able to (i) return HTML pages for each open
situation assessment ,and (ii) respond to interactive D3 Javascript HTTP requests for data. The
visualization itself was rendered client side (i.e. in the client browser) using the open source D3
Javascript libraries. Interactive requests for data were issued by the D3 Javascript, which in turn are
handled by the HTTP DSS framework endpoint. Each visualization is real-time interactive and able to
respond quickly to real-time updates as the underlying situation assessment tables are incremental
updated.
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Milestone
No.

4

Milestone name

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015
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WP6: Framework Integration and REVEAL Applications

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP6 concern the integration of the models of the REVEAL framework and
the conduction of the conceptual modelling, design, implementation and evaluation of the two pilots
in the professional sectors of journalism (for dealing with social media news content, especially
focusing on verification) and enterprise community networks.

Progress towards objectives
Task 6.1: Architectural design of framework
Task 6.1 started in project year one and ended at project month M20. It dealt with the design of the
complete system architecture for satisfying the captured functional and non-functional requirements,
as these were set by WP1. The system architecture identified all the necessary components, the
interdependencies among themselves, and specified all the necessary interactions. As part of this
task, all technical partners described the technical functionalities of their components and agreed on
a set of a common communication protocols and workflows necessary for satisfying the foreseen use
cases for the whole system. The REVEAL platform architecture follows a distributed model to allow
for scalability and optimal utilisation of hardware and bandwidth resources.
The outcome of this task was documented in deliverable D6.1.2 that was submitted at project month
M22; by extending the work that was conducted in year one as part of D6.1.1. ATC coordinated this
task, but all technical partners were involved in order to ensure a commonly accepted set of APIs
and a functional infrastructure.

Task 6.2: REVEAL framework integration
Within this task all technical components that were made available by the technical partners were
integrated into the REVEAL platform which was delivered as a structural infrastructure (with no
modules) at project month M15 as part of the internal deliverable ID6.2.3, and as a fully integrated
framework (with modules) at M24; in the context of deliverable D6.2.1. The REVEAL integrated
framework connects all software components under a common orchestration, as designed in the
system architecture documented in D6.1.2 and will continuously evolve until the end of the project by
introducing new components and functionalities. It is important to mention that this framework set the
basis for the realization of the News and Enterprise applications derived by Tasks T6.3 and T6.4

Task 6.3: News pilot application development
In the second year of the project, work on news pilot development was initiated and is currently in full
swing. During the development of the application a classic iterative design approach was followed.
Following ideation by sketching and capitalizing upon the user requirements that were gathered at
the outset of the project and updated throughout the project’s runtime, various versions of initial
static prototypes were produced.
These static prototypes were again tested and validated internally, primarily by DW journalists in
internal validation cycles, and also in validation rounds carried out by SINTEF in the frame of WP7.
Feedback and outcomes were integrated into an initial first interactive prototype of the News
application, including various conceptual features, modules and additional components as required
from a journalistic user perspective. After being validated this was delivered to the application
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developers (ATC) who realized a web application following these workflows; a custom UI was
developed to function as the front-end, whereas back-end capabilities were provided by the REVEAL
integrated framework. A first prototype was demonstrated online two weeks earlier than its
contractual delivery taking advantage of the opportunity of the ICT2015 event in Lisbon. This
prototype will be continuously improved following user comments, and enriched with new
functionalities arising from the technical components as they are delivered throughout the third year
of the project.
The outcome of this work was provided as part of deliverable D6.3.1 that was submitted at project
month M24.

Task 6.4: Enterprise pilot application development
Similarly to the previous task, T6.4 performed a thorough, systematic review and collection of the
total requirements and needs from all participating parties of the REVEAL framework, regarding the
scenarios for pilot development of the REVEAL Enterprise application. Each scenario included the
scope of the application, the major stakeholders, the actors, and the exact steps to be performed by
each actor. The outcomes of the scenarios were validated through a formative evaluation process
carried out in cooperation with tentative users from the enterprise industry (large companies with
developer communities). The application was first described as a concept through textual workflows,
which evolved into wireframes that were later enriched by a graphical design of the user interface.
Following the same rationale and process as with the validation and development of the News
Application, the Enterprise one was realized and delivered two weeks earlier than its contractual
delivery taking advantage of the opportunity of the ICT 2015 event in Lisbon as well. The Enterprise
application will continuously be improved and enriched throughout the third year of the project as
with the News Application.
The outcome of this work was provided as part of deliverable D6.3.2 that was submitted at project
month M24.

Task 6.5: REVEAL framework technical validation
Technical validation was performed within Task 6.5 to ensure that all modules and the prototype as a
whole are performing as they were designed to. The plans, procedures and tools for the technical
validation of the REVEAL framework were defined and set, capitalising upon the guiding directions of
deliverable D9.1:’Project quality and assessment plan’.
It should be noted that the technical validation to be performed in the context of this task until the end
of the project duration is not related to the evaluation of REVEAL from the user perspective (that will
be conducted under WP7; involving an acceptance test), but from a technical point of view. This
concerns the integration testing of REVEAL platform as a whole in order to ensure that all
mechanisms and services offered by the former are functioning according to the requirements
defined in D1.1: ’Requirements analysis and specifications’. Unit testing for the individual modules to
be produced out of the technical work-packages is conducted at WP level by the respective module
developers with the assistance of the system integrator (where needed).
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Deliverables and milestone list for WP6

WP no.

Lead
beneficiary

Nature

Diss. Level

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

Delivered
Yes/No

List of Deliverables
Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

D6.1.2

Architecture and specifications

6

ATC

R

PU

M18 = Apr.
2015

Y

15 May
2015

D6.2.1

Integrated platform

6

ATC

P

PU

M22 = Aug.
2015

Y

01 Sep.
2015

D6.2.3

Integrated Platform

6

ATC

P

I

M15 = Jan.
2015

Y

13 Feb.
2015

D6.3.1

News application

6

ATC

P

CO

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

D6.4.1

Enterprise application

6

ATC

P

CO

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

Del.
no.

Deliverable name

13

List of Milestones;
Milestone
No.
3

4

3.7

Milestone name
Preliminary integrated
prototype
End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

6

ATC

M15

Y

Jan. 2015

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015

WP7: Evaluation and Impact Analysis

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP7 concern the understanding and identification of behaviour patterns of
communities of users and their requirements, and the provision of a set of methods for capturing
user behaviour and experience. In addition, WP7 regards the establishment of a test-bed and the
evaluation of REVEAL (news and enterprise) applications in an iterative and user-centered manner,
taking into consideration privacy and trust issues that might influence the acceptance of the REVEAL
applications.

13

“I” stands for “Internal”. An internal deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL consortium members. A
deliverable of that type may be communicated to the European Commission for assessment purposes.
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Progress towards objectives
Task 7.1: Methods for capturing user behaviour and experience
In year two we have finalized a large study on of how social media users perceive fact-checking
sites. This study collected user generated content from social media with a big data crawler and
monitoring tool to investigate social media users’ perceptions of trustworthiness and usefulness in
three well-known fact-checking services: FactCheck.org, Snopes.com, and StopFake.org. The
results indicate that social media users are highly polarized; typically very positive or deeply critical.
Ironically, the trustworthiness of fact-checking services is the most prevalent characteristic. The
majority of the users in this study are negative towards Snopes and FactCheck.org due to issues of
trustworthiness, in particular, what they perceive as political bias. However, voices also argue for the
usefulness of fact-checking services. The majority perceived StopFake.org as a useful source to
combat the misinformation surrounding the Ukrainian crisis. These results underline the importance
of trust and usefulness in fact-checking sites and provide guidance for designers. This study is
currently under review in International Journal of Communication.
We are also working on a second study regarding young journalists and their usage of social media
for verification and research of news stories. There is a lack of research on younger journalists.
Hence, in the this study we report on findings from interviews conducted with 14 younger news
journalists from Norway and Spain, between 20 and 26 years old. Younger journalists have grown
up with social media as a way, not only to communicate, but as an important news source, which
make them a particular interesting user group to study. These journalists will be able to inform us
about the user needs of the journalists in the future. We are currently in the process of analysing the
interviews after transcribing them. Our findings will hopefully contribute to new knowledge on
younger journalists' approach social media in their daily work in general and verification practices in
particular, which can beneficial for the whole journalistic community and the development of
REVEAL.
Finally we are studying one of the most well-known verification services, namely Storyful Little is
known about the usage and user experience of such services among journalists and how they work.
In this study, we describe a netnography approach to dig into what kind of issues that are asked for
in regard to verification and how verification can be a collaborative process.

Task 7.2: REVEAL framework evaluation
This task started at project month M15 and will continue to function until the mid of the coming year.
During this period the first version of the user evaluation plan was prepared and submitted as part of
deliverable D7.1 at project month M15. Within the documentation a user-centric evaluation of the
REVEAL framework, the News and Enterprise applications is described, focusing on a number of
techniques that should be applied for the proper assessment and optimisation of the project results;
including but not limited to (i) user insight investigate the evolving context of use for the REVEAL
framework and applications, (ii) a formative evaluation to support the further development of the
project outcomes, (iii) a summative evaluation to assess the final version of the REVEAL framework
and applications from a user perspective, and (iv) an appraise of REVEAL conformity to the relevant
legislative framework in force.
Last but not least, in the frame of WP7 the first cycle of evaluation for the REVEAL News application
was performed at project month M16; the findings of this study where analysed and forwarded to the
technical team.
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Task 7.3: Legal/regulatory requirements evaluation
Legal/regulatory requirements evaluation is a continuous task. This task started in project month
M15 and will continue to function until the end of the project duration. Activities in task 7.3 are
directly connected and based on to the research activities in WP1, task T1.3 3 Legal/regulatory
requirements identification and analysis. The task involves constant evaluation of the project work.
Specifically, analysis is conducted of the recent developments, such as policy discussions and case
law in the areas relevant for the project (privacy and data protection, intermediary liability and media
law). In the task we assess both the impact of the legal framework and case law on the developing
technologies, as well as the impact of the new technologies on the current legal regime in the EU.
Such analysis was conducted, for example for two important cases at the European level: CJEU
14
15
Google Spain and ECtHR Delfi v. Estonia. Moreover, the task consists of monitoring of project’s
compliance with the legal recommendations articulated in the two years of the project in WP1 (D1.2
Legal /regulatory requirements analysis; D1.2a Legal / regulatory requirements analysis –
Intermediary liability for third party content; D1.2b Legal / regulatory requirements analysis Processing Personal Data from Social Media and Social Media API Terms & Conditions). Finally, the
task includes assessment of the project partners’ compliance with the formal rules and obligations
(e.g. notifications to the national Data Protection Authorities or signing data processing contracts
between the partners).

Deliverables and milestone list for WP7

User evaluation plan

7

SINTEF

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

R

PU

M15 = Jan.
2015

Delivered
Yes/No

D7.1

Lead
beneficiary

Diss. Level

Deliverable name

Nature

Del.
no.

WP no.

List of Deliverables
Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

Y

30 Jan.
2015

List of Milestones
Milestone
No.

4

Milestone name

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015

14

Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v Agencia Española de
Protección de Datos (AEPD), Mario Costeja González, Case C-131/12, 13 May 2014.
15

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], no. 64569/09, 16 June 2015.
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WP8: Training, Dissemination and Exploitation Activities

Work-package objectives
The overall objectives of WP8 concern the provision of the required tools to ensure the proper
dissemination of the project results to both the scientific community and the general public, and the
investigation on a number of different commercialization capabilities that may be exploited after
completion of the project. WP8 will aim to reach different stakeholders and communities via a diverse
number of dissemination channels, an active web portal and an online social community, and will
also undertake all the necessary training activities to make REVEAL and its services easily
understood and adopted by professional (as service providers) and public users.

Progress towards objectives
Task 8.1: Dissemination activities
During the current reporting period dissemination activities were substantially intensified. The
dissemination strategy that was established in year one which was documented in deliverable D8.2.1
guided the work of this task, and the outcome of the individual dissemination efforts up to project
month M18 where reported in deliverable D8.2.2. Of course an additional number of activities were
carried out until the end of the second reporting period as these are reflected in the REVEAL’s main
dissemination
hub
http://revealproject.eu;
see
in
particular
sections
“Events”
http://revealproject.eu/events which gives an overview of the conferences, workshops etc. that were
attended by project participants, and “Publications” - http://revealproject.eu/publications that provides
an outline of the project publications.
In terms of dissemination phases, in year two we have moved from “creating general awareness”
about the project, to increased “engagement with the (verification) community”. This can be justified
by the high interest that we received from various target audiences, and the project’s presence at
key areas within the EC-ICT, scientific/academic, industrial, and the verification communities at
large.
In addition, it can be stated that REVEAL is, by now, a “brand” that has made its name in the
verification community. The vision for year three is to strengthen even further the project impact by
capitalising on the individual REVEAL components and the News & Enterprise applications since all
of these are now being mature and made available for further testing, and therefore capable of
showcasing clear benefits to the respective communities and stakeholders.
Last but not least, a brief overview of the status of the dissemination channels and activities in
addition to what was outlined above is provided below:






REVEAL’s website has an average of 693 visitors per month, coming from 86 different
countries;
REVEAL’s Twitter channel (https://twitter.com/RevealEU) has 559 followers, many of them
being a core verification target audience, plus stakeholders from the EC such as @MediaEu,
@EU_MedLit, @PaulNemitz, to name but a few;
REVEAL’s LinkedIn account (https://www.linkedin.com/in/RevealProject) has 88
connections;
REVEAL’s SlideShare account (http://de.slideshare.net/revealeu) hosts 15 publicly available
presentations;
REVEAL’s YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/RevealEUProject) features a
respective number of project interviews – an indicative example concerns the interview with
Jeff Jarvis that counts 321 views - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pDvuBhSym4;
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Dissemination of individual REVEAL aspects in the communication of project partners
(company magazines, press releases, web presence etc.) - for more information please see
the project’s portal;
A new set of printed materials (such as posters and flyers) prepared for the ICT2015 event in
Lisbon, at which REVEAL was represented with a booth, showcasing the News & Enterprise
demonstrators - http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/events/cf/ict2015/item-display.cfm?id=
15151),.

Task 8.2: Market analysis and exploitation planning
In the frame of this task, during the second year of the project duration efforts were placed on the
optimisation and adaptation of the business exploitation plan that was delivered as part of D8.3.1 at
the end of the first reporting period.
This concerned the revision and update of the outcome vision following the developments of the
Alethiometer verification service from which the project was initially inspired since proposal phase.
The project’s tangible assets were also updated by describing the actual modules and applications
most of which are now available in their initial or final versions, with emphasis to the unique aspects
and exploitation perspective per case. Clear communication messages were drawn for both the
News and Enterprise applications describing the unique service proposition that each one is bringing
to their markets, and an IPR agreement was prepared for safeguarding the ownerships of the
delivered artefacts (documents and s/w modules) in the light of an individual and/or joint
commercialization intention of project results. In addition, in the context of market watch the list of
competitors that were identified during last year were updated by removing the ones that no longer
exist or are no longer considered relevant and introducing new ones who have emerged in this
period.
All of the above mentioned activities were documented in the deliverable D8.3.1a that was submitted
at project month M24.

Task 8.3: Training activities
In the context of training activities within the current reporting period the follow have happened.
For Deutsche Welle journalists the REVEAL team has, together with the Deutsche Welle Social
Media Desk, developed a new Eyewitness Media verification training. In this training, topic
awareness was raised and taught journalists of how to handle verification of social media content by
making use of open source verification tools. Ethical issues like crediting of Eyewitness Media and
handling graphic content on a regular basis were also addressed. The materials that was developed
as part of this training for the trainees to work with: a verification checklist (word document in which
annotations can be made) and a verification toolset (interactive list of open source verification tools)
were prepared by DW in collaboration with the REVEAL project. Within these documentations
appropriate references were also given to the REVEAL Website and Twitter channel so that trainees
stay up to date. Finding of these trainings were fed back into the project for supporting the
development activities of the News application.
th

16

In addition, as part of the 10 European Summer School on Information Retrieval (ESSIR 2015 )
that was organised by CERTH between Aug 31-Sep 4, and attended by 52 PhD students primarily
from European universities, several training activities of high relevance to REVEAL took place,

16

http://mklab.iti.gr/essir2015
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17

including: (i) a lecture focusing on "social media mining and retrieval" given by leading scientist Dr.
Carlos Castillo, and (ii) two interactive group activities with key themes as to the verification and
personal data disclosure in a connected world. In the context of the first activity, students were asked
to manually label tweets from the image verification corpus (developed by REVEAL) as being
accurate or misleading, and then discussed their findings and presented the key outcomes. More
details on that may be found at http://mklab.iti.gr/essir2015/?page_id=885.

Task 8.4: REVEAL community building
As it was reported in Task 8.1, during the second year of the project the dissemination activities were
substantially intensified, and this was something that has significantly contributed to the quality and
quantity perspective of the REVEAL community establishment. Out of the approximately 650
registered social media members of REVEAL, and the personal network contacts that were collected
from the consortium partners, a filtering process was followed to come up with 65 contacts overall.
Those contacts were considered as the elite executive members to constitute the REVEAL
community for contributing to and facilitating the development activities of the project. Apart from the
fact that those people are foreseen to, and have proven to be, a strong communication channel for
REVEAL due to their high impact within the communities that they belong, they have also served as
end-used feedback for the realization of the first releases of the News and Enterprise applications.
Their engagement is highly anticipated to be strengthened further during the summative evaluation
that will take place in the coming year as part of WP7. It should be mentioned that the REVEAL
community membership list is maintained and will continue to grow until the end of the project
duration.

Deliverables and milestone list for WP8

Lead
beneficiary

Nature

Diss. Level

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

D8.2.2

Dissemination activities report

8

DW

R

PU

M18 = Apr.
2015

D8.3.1a

Exploitation plan

8

INTRASOFT

R

D

Del.
no.

17

Deliverable name

18

Delivered
Yes/No

WP no.

List of Deliverables
Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

Y

30 Apr.
2015

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

http://mklab.iti.gr/essir2015/?p=267

18

“D” stands for “Draft”. A draft deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL
consortium members. A deliverable of that type forms an intermediate version of an actual deliverable and
may be communicated to the European Commission for assessment purposes.
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List of Milestones
Milestone
No.

4

Milestone name

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015

4 Deliverables and milestones table
Below is a detailed list of all deliverables scheduled for submission during the second year of the
REVEAL project along with their status (i.e. due date, delivery date etc.).

WP no.

Lead
beneficiary

Nature

Diss. Level

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

Delivered
Yes/No

Table 1: REVEAL Second Year (Y2) Deliverables

Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

D2.2

Social features of contributors

2

NCSR’D’’

P

PU

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D3.2

Multimedia linking and mining

3

CERTH

P

PU

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D4.2

Context analysis methods and
context aggregation

4

UKob

P

PU

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D5.2.1

Modality models for trust and
credibility

5

ITINNO

P

RE

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D5.3.1

Metadata driven data fusion
framework

5

ITINNO

P

RE

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D5.4.1

Visualization and analytical
tools

5

ITINNO

P

RE

M20 = Jun.
2015

Y

30 Jun.
2015

D6.1.2

Architecture and specifications

6

ATC

R

PU

M18 = Apr.
2015

Y

15 May
2015

D6.2.1

Integrated platform

6

ATC

P

PU

M22 = Aug.
2015

Y

01 Sep.
2015

D6.3.1

News application

6

ATC

P

CO

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

D6.4.1

Enterprise application

6

ATC

P

CO

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

D7.1

User evaluation plan

7

SINTEF

R

PU

M15 = Jan.
2015

Y

30 Jan.
2015

Dissemination activities report

8

DW

R

PU

M18 = Apr.
2015

Y

30 Apr.
2015

Del.
no.

D8.2.2

Deliverable name
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D9.2.2

Periodic activity and
management reports

9

INTRASOFT

R

CO

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Dec
2015

D9.4.2

Public project reports

9

INTRASOFT

R

PU

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Dec
2015

Lead
beneficiary

Nature

Diss. Level

D1.1a

Updated Requirements

1

ATC

R

D

D1.2a

Legal/regulatory requirements
analysis

1

KULeuven

R

I

D1.2b

Legal/regulatory requirements
analysis

1

KULeuven

R

D

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

D6.2.3

Integrated Platform

6

ATC

P

I

M15 = Jan.
2015

Y

13 Feb.
2015

D8.3.1a

Exploitation plan

8

INTRASOFT

R

D

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

30 Oct.
2015

Del.
no.

Deliverable name

19

20

Due
delivery
date from
Annex I

Delivered
Yes/No

WP no.

Additionally, the following table lists a number of deliverables of type “I” (Internal) and “D” (Draft)
scheduled for submission during the second reporting period. These deliverables are not foreseen
for public dissemination but for internal use by the REVEAL consortium members. Nevertheless, for
st
facilitating the assessment of specific REVEAL tasks, following the recommendations of the 1
review meeting, it was decided to communicate to the European Commission the draft versions and
WP1 internal deliverables of the table below. The deliverables of draft type were introduced during
the second reporting period and are as follows:
Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date

M24 = Oct.
2015

Y

05 Nov.
2015

M18 = Apr.
2015

Y

15 May
2015

The project work plan for the second year is formed around the following milestones which have
been successfully achieved:
Table 2: REVEAL Second Year (Y2) Milestones

Milestone
No.
3

4

Milestone name
Preliminary integrated
prototype
End of second period:
Requirements and
architecture revisited.
Interim prototype
integrated.

WP
no.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
date from
Annex I

Achieved
Yes / No

Actual
Forecast
achievement
date

6

ATC

M15

Y

Jan. 2015

All

ATC

M24

Y

Oct. 2015

19

“D” stands for “Draft”. A draft deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL consortium members. A
deliverable of that type forms an intermediate version of an actual deliverable and may be communicated to the European Commission
for assessment purposes.
20

“I” stands for “Internal”. An internal deliverable is not public and shall be circulated only among the REVEAL consortium members. A
deliverable of that type may be communicated to the European Commission for assessment purposes.
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5 Annex
5.1

Dissemination events list
Table 3: List of performed dissemination events/actions within Y2

IT Innovation

Article

Publication

Trade Fair

Presentation

5

Presentation of
REVEAL at
News Impact
Summit 2015

DW / ATC

Conference

Presentation

Ca. 150
verification
specialists

6

Presentation
on ‘Right to be
Forgotten’ at
EUI

Seminar

Workshop

7

Presentation of
2 papers on
Pacific Asia
workshop on
Intelligence
and Security
Informatics

Paper
presentation

Workshop

8

Presentation of
research at
WWW2015

Conference

Presentation

Legal
experts

Press
release

Publication
Presentation

Means

Invited talk

DW
INTRASOFT
Software AG

Ca.
221.000
visitors, 30
Interviews
conducted

Media
professional
s

4

Presentation of
Enterprise
scenario at
CEBIT 2015 at
SAG booth

KU Leuven

General
awareness,
interviews
deliver input
for WP2

3

article in EU
online
magazine
"Horizon - The
EU research &
Innovation
magazine"

CERTH

March
2015

2

Invited talk at
Think Cross Change Media

NCSR
Demokritos

Feb.
2015

Raise
awareness
of the
REVEAL
project

all
employees
of
INTRASOFT

Feb.
2015

Raise
awareness
of the
REVEAL
project

1

Researchers,
General public,
IT community,
EU community

Raise
awareness
of the
REVEAL
project

press release
at "INTRAbuzz
magazine,
Issue #20, Nov
2014"

IT
Professional
s

Ca. 1600

Nov.
2014

Partner
Responsible

Social Media
verification
community

Expected
Benefits

Target
Group

Data mining
and machine
learning
community

When

Action

Academia,
Web Science
community,
mayor Social
Networks

Dissemination
Activity Type

Estimated
Size
of the
Target
Group
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Ca. 80

March
2015

Networking,
Engagement
with
community

Ca. 30

March
2015

Networking,
Engagement
with legal
community

Ca. 400

Mai
2015

Engagement
of scientific
community

Ca. 40

Mai
2015

Engagement
of scientific
community
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Means

1st International
Workshop on
Rumors and
Deception in
Social Media

IT Innovation

Conference

Invited Talk
Invited Talk
Presentation
Presentation
Booth
Presentation

Workshop at
News:Rewired

16

Workshop on
MediaEval
2015

17

OGC TC
Meeting
Geosemantics
DWG

13

Presentation at
GMF 2015

Journalists,
Media
community

DW

14

Two paper
presentations
at CBMI 2015

Researchers
Multimedia
community

CERTH

CERTH

Presentation

Networking,
Engagement
of scientific
community

15

Presentation
/ Discussion

Ca. 20

Sept.
2015

Ca. 60

Paper
Presentation

Sept.
2015

Ca.2000

Discussion
on standards

Ca. 80

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of scientific
community

Conference

July
2015

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of Journalist
community

Conference

Engagement
of
Multimedia
community

Workshop

June
2015

Conference

June
2015

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of Journalist
community

Workshop

June
2015

Engagement
of
Multimedia
verification
community

Workshop

Engagement
of scientific
community

Ca. 500

Workshop

June
2015

Ca. 90

Workshop

June
2015

Networking,
Raise
awareness
of the
REVEAL
project

DW

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of scientific
community

IT Innovation

12

Workshop on
Web
Multimedia
Verification –
ICME 2015

Ca. 100

Mai
2015

IT Innovation

Invited Talk at
ICCSS 2015

Expected
Benefits

Digital
Journalism
experts

11

When

ICT, NLP
and image
processing
experts

Invited talk at
21st Eurovision
TV Assembly

Estimated
Size
of the
Target
Group

ICT and
Geographic
– geospatial
experts

10

DW

Dissemination
Activity Type

CERTH

Partner
Responsible

TV Directors
and decision
makesr in
PSMO

Target
Group

Social and
computer
science
experts

Action

Researchers
Multimedia
verification
community

9
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Ca. 50

Ca. 200
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Conference

Poster
Presentation
Presentation
/ discussion
Presentation
/ discussion
Presentation
/ demo

Presentation at
ACM
Multimedia
2015

Conference

Journalists,
Verification
experts

21

Conference

UGC in News
@ Prix Italia

Conference

NCSR
Demokritos

20

DW

Means

DW

Dissemination
Activity Type

Researchers
, Multimedia
community

19

Partner
Responsible

CERTH

18

European
Conference on
Machine
Learning
ECML/PKDD
2015
Global
Communication
Association’s
Annual
Confeence
GCA 2015

Target
Group

Media &
communicati
on research
experts

Action
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Machine
learning,
data mining
community
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Estimated
Size
of the
Target
Group

When

Expected
Benefits

Ca. 50

Sept.
2015

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of scientific
community

Ca. 50

Sept
2015

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of scientific
community

Ca. 200

Sept
2015

Networking,
Collaboration
Engagement
of Journalist
community

Ca. 400

Oct
2015

Networking
with
Multimedia
Community

A list of scientific publications that were produced during the current reporting period is provided
beneath:
1. “Extracting Attributed Verification and Debunking Reports from Social Media: MediaEval2015 Trust and Credibility Analysis of Image and Video.” By Stuart E. Middleton. A
presentation and a paper published as part of the MediaEval-2015 challenge in Wurzen,
Germany
2. “REVEAL Project – Trust and Credibility Analysis”, By Stuart E. Middleton. A presentation
held at RDSM-2015. A WWW-2015 workshop in Florence, Italy
3. Semi-Supervised Learning of Event Calculus Theories. By Nikos Katzouris , Alexander
Artikis and Georgios Paliouras. Proceedings of the Doctoral Consortium of ECML/PKDD
2015.
4. “The Evolving Role of the Individual Under EU Data Protection Law.” By Brendan Van
Alsenoy. Published in ICRI Research Paper 23, August 10, 2015.
5. “Intermediary Liability & Freedom of Expression: Recent Developments in the EU Notice &
Action Initiative”. By Aleksandra Kuczerawy. Published in Computer Law and Security
Review, Vol 31. Issue 1 2015, pages 46- 56.
6. “Emerging Journalistic Verification Practices Concerning Social Media.” By Petter Bae
Brandzæg, Marika Lüders, Jochen Spangenberg, Linda Rath-Wiggins and Asbjørn Følstad.
Published in Journalism Practice, March 2015. DOI:10.1080/17512786.2015.1020331.
7. “NoC Online Intermediaries Case Studies Series: European Union and Google Spain”, by
Aleksandra Kuczerawy; Jef Ausloos (2015).
8. “Determining Influential Users with Supervised Random Walks”, by Georgios Katsimpras,
Dimitrios Vogiatzis and Georgios Paliouras. In proceedings of the 6th International Workshop
on Modeling Social Media – Behavioral Analytics in Social Media, Big Data and the Web.
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9. “Media REVEALr: A social multimedia monitoring and intelligence system for Web
multimedia verification.” By K. Andreadou, S. Papadopoulos, L. Apostolidis, A. Krithara, Y.
Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings of PA-KDD workshop PAISI 2015.
10. “Geotagging Social Media Content with a Refined Language Modelling Approach.” By G.
Kordopatis-Zilos, S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings of PA-KDD workshop
PAISI 2015 .
11. “Visual Event Summarization on Social Media using Topic Modelling and Graph-based
Ranking Algorithms.” By E. Schinas, S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris, P. Mitkas. In
Proceedings of ICMR 2015.
12. “Predicting Elections for Multiple Countries Using Twitter and Polls”. IEEE Intelligent
Systems. By A. Tsakalidis, S. Papadopoulos, A. Cristea, Y. Kompatsiaris.
13. “Learning to detect concepts with Approximate Laplacian Eigenmaps in large-scale and
online settings”. By E. Mantziou, S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris. International Journal of
Multimedia Retrieval, Springer.
14. “Web image size prediction for efficient focused image crawling”. In Proceedings of CBMI
2015. By K. Andreadou, S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris.
15. “News-oriented multimedia search over multiple social networks”. In Proceedings of CBMI
2015. By K. Iliakopoulou, S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris.
16. “CERTH/CEA LIST at MediaEval Placing Task 2015″. By G. Kordopatis-Zilos, A. Popescu,
S. Papadopoulos, Y. Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings of MediaEval 2015.
17. “The CERTH-UNITN Participation @ Verifying Multimedia Use 2015″. By C. Boididou, S.
Papadopoulos, D.-T. Dang-Nguyen, G. Boato, Y. Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings of MediaEval
2015.
18. “Detecting image splicing in the wild Web”. By M. Zampoglou, S. Papadopoulos, Y.
Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings of ICME 2015 Workshop on Web Multimedia Verification
(WeMuV 2015).
19. “Verifying Multimedia Use at MediaEval 2015″. By C. Boididou, K. Andreadou, S.
Papadopoulos, D.-T. Dang-Nguyen, G. Boato, M. Riegler, Y. Kompatsiaris. In Proceedings
of MediaEval 2015.
20. “Multimodal Graph-based Event Detection and Summarization in Social Media Streams”. By
M. Schinas, S. Papadopoulos, G. Petkos, Y. Kompatsiaris, P. Mitkas. In Proceedings of
ACM Multimedia 2015.
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Table 4: List of potential dissemination events and call for papers for Y3

Conference / Call for Papers

Date

Link

South-by-SouthWest (SXSW)

Mar 7-10 2016

http://www.sxsw.com/schedule

CeBIT 2016 – New Perspectives in IT
Business

Mar. 14-18 2016

http://www.cebit.de/home

Connected TV World Summit

Mar 16-17 2016

http://connectedtvsummit.com

DIS 2016 – Digital Innovators Summit

Mar. 20-22 2016

http://www.innovators-summit.com/dis-home

25th International World Wide Web
Conference

Apr. 11-15 2016

http://www2016.ca

Third Workshop on Social News On the Web
(SNOW-2016), WWW-2016 Workshop

12th April 2016

http://www.snow-workshop.org

Social Media Marketing World 2016

Apr. 17-19 2016

http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/smmworld

Apr. 20-22 2016

http://dme.wan-ifra.org

TV Connect

Apr. 26-28 2016

http://tvconnectevent.com

IA Summit

May 4-8 2016

http://www.iasummit.org/events/ias2016

ICWSM-16 (The 10th International AAAI
Conference on webl and social media)

May 18-20 2016

http://www.icwsm.org/2016/index.php

68th World Newspaper Congress and 23rd
World Editors Forum

Jun. 12-14 2016

http://www.wan-ifra.org/events/68th-worldnews-media-congress-23rd-world-editorsforum-26th-world-advertising-forum

ICMR 2016 Multimedia

Jun, 6-9 -9, 2016

http://www.icmr2016.com

Deutsche Welle Global Media Forum

Jun. 13-15 2016

TBA

ACM Intenationa Confrence on Interactive
Experiences for Television and Onlnie Video

Jun. 22-24 2016

https://www.id.iit.edu/tvx2016

Social Media & Society

Jul. 11-13 2016

https://socialmediaandsociety.com

ECSM 2016 – 3rd European Confrence on
Social Media

Jul. 12-13 2016

http://academicconferences.org/ecsm/ecsm2016/ecsm16home.htm

Digital Media Europe 2016
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Date

Link

British HCI Conference 2016

Jul. 13 2016

http://british-hci2015.org

22nd ACM SIGKDD Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining

Aug. 13-17 2016

http://www.kdd.org/kdd2016

IBC 2016

Sep. 8-13 2016

http://www.ibc.org/conference

Scoopcamp 2016

Sep. / Oct 2016
(details TBA)

http://scoopcamp.de

MediaEval Benchmarking Initiative for
Multimedia Evaluation (MediaEval-2016)

Oct. 20 2016

http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2016

Various Webit events in 2016 in various
locations

various dates

http://webitcongress.com

News Impact Summit (Series)

More dates to
come

http://newsimpact.io

IEEE International Conference on Multimedia
and Expo (ICME 2016)

Not announced
yet

TBA

ACM Conference On Online Social Networks

Not announced
yet

http://cosn.acm.org

Social Media Forum 2016

Not announced
yet

http://www.socialmedia-forum.com/europe

GEN Summit 2016 – Global Editors Network

Not announced
yet

http://www.globaleditorsnetwork.org

Online News Association Conference 2016

Not announced
yet

http://journalists.org/conference

Events of Google Digital News Initiative

Not announced
yet

http://www.digitalnewsinitiative.com

Events of journalism.co.uk focused on social
network analysis and verification

Various dates

https://www.journalism.co.uk

An additional list of relevant exhibitions and commercial events is provided within the Annex B
section of Deliverable D8.3.1a.
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Report of the External Advisory Board committee

5.2.1

Report of the legal and ethical advisory committee members

The following section provides a report of the second meeting of the REVEAL Ethical Advisory
Board.
The legal and ethical issues presented by REVEAL are addressed in WP1, Task 1.3. This task is led
by KU Leuven - CiTiP. The role of this partner is to analyse the applicable legal framework, identify
legal requirements and provide recommendations to the consortium. Moreover, KU Leuven
evaluates the project from a legal perspective and provides guidance towards legal compliance. The
latter activity entails assisting partners in fulfilling their legal obligations (e.g., submitting notifications
to national Data Protection Authorities or signing controller-processor and/or controller-controller
agreements).
REVEAL is also advised by an external Ethical Advisory Board (EAB). This Board consists of three
experts in the area of IT law, with special expertise relating to privacy and data protection. The
members of the EAB are:


Prof. Dr. Cecilia Magnussen-Sjoeberg, Swedish Law & Informatics Research Institute,
Sweden



Prof. Dr. Nikolaus Forgo, Director of Institute for legal Informatics - IRI, Leibniz University of
Hannover, Germany



Prof. Ioannis Iglezakis - Faculty of Law Aristotle University, Greece

The second meeting with the members of the EAB took the form of a teleconference, which was held
on 19 June 2015. During the meeting, the legal issues present in the project were discussed
extensively. Moreover, the members of the EAB were provided with additional information about the
progress of the project in general. The teleconference was attended by all the members of the
Ethical Advisory Board and two members of the legal team, Aleksandra Kuczerawy and Pieter-Jan
Ombelet. Below is a short summary of the main topics discussed during the meeting.
In REVEAL three areas of law are crucial for the project, namely privacy and data protection,
intermediary liability and media law. Additionally, the fundamental human right of freedom of
expression is present in the context of all three of these areas. In the first year of the project the main
focus was on privacy and data protection. The results of the conducted research were described in
D1.2:’Legal /regulatory requirements analysis’. In Year 2 we focused on the intermediary liability
issues in the project. The results of the research and recommendations for the project partners were
addressed in deliverable D1.2a:’Legal / regulatory requirements analysis’ – Intermediary liability for
third party content.
The D1.2a deliverable focused on the concepts and definitions as provided by the E-Commerce
21
Directive 2000/31/EC . Specifically, the deliverable explained the concepts of mere-conduit, caching
and hosting as well as the prohibition of the general monitoring obligation. The concepts were
consequently applied to REVEAL. Deliverable D1.2a also discussed the on-going review of the ECommerce Directive, focusing mainly on the criticism of the current regime and the European

21

Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of information society
services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (Directive on Electronic Commerce), O.J. L 178/1-16, 17 July 2000,
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32000L0031&from=EN. The deliverable addresses also the Greek
implementation of the Directive: Greek Presidential Decree No. 131/2003 Implementation of Directive 2000/31 of the European
Parliament and of the Council on certain aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal
Market (Directive on Electronic Commerce), Government Gazette (FEK) A 116, 16 May 2003.
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22

Commission’s intention to improve it (the Notice and Action Initiative) . The deliverable also provides
a list of recommendations for REVEAL in order to comply with the applicable law in the area of
intermediary liability exemptions for third party content. Articulation of the recommendations prior the
technical development activities provided the necessary input to create a legally compliant platform.
The main conclusions of the research conducted in the second year of REVEAL are the following.
REVEAL qualifies as an intermediary and an information society service. The project is developing a
platform intermediating and facilitating services between different actors: end users in journalism and
enterprise, social media and social media users. REVEAL, strictly speaking, does not fall within the
categories of mere-conduit or caching services. It is also not a classic hosting service, even though it
will store information on the request of the recipients of the service (end-users). Nevertheless,
REVEAL platform should act responsibly. This means that a standard requirement of reasonable
duty of care still applies. Having in mind REVEAL’s role in facilitating access to content created by
others, the platform should respect removal requests by entities whose rights might have been
infringed (e.g. through defamatory statements or copyright violations).
The proposed safeguards include the provision of a Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions for the
REVEAL platform. Another safeguard involves the development of web forms that would allow
individuals to request removal of content infringing their rights (notice-and-take down). When a
request for removal is filed an assessment of content must take place, in order to prevent censorship
through a removal of legitimate content. Similar form was already recommended in the previous year
for the data subjects to object to processing of their personal data. Moreover, the legal team
recommended that REVEAL should update the stored content to ensure that infringing content
removed from the original sources (e.g. Social Media) does not continue to exist on the REVEAL
platform.
Another issue that was discussed during the teleconference was the recent judgement of the
23
European Court of Human Rights in the case Delfi As. v. Estonia . The judgement has been issued
after the submission of the deliverable D1.2a. However, due to its relevance for the topic of
intermediary liability and freedom of expression it was necessary to examine whether there could be
an impact on REVEAL. Specifically, the main question discussed was whether REVEAL could be
qualified as a publisher. The legal team and the members of the EAB agreed that the ECtHR
judgement, albeit relevant for the topic in general, is not applicable to REVEAL. REVEAL does not
create any new content, and does not allow commenting on the existing content published
elsewhere. REVEAL only displays content and comments from other sources. As recommended by
the legal team, REVEAL will stop displaying specific content or comments if a valid complaint is
issued.
The conclusion of the meeting was that the REVEAL partners have addressed the intermediary
liability issues aspect of the project in a satisfactory manner. REVEAL also made good progress
towards legal compliance with the applicable rules on intermediary liability exemption. It was
admitted by the EAB members that the legal issues present in the project are complex and not
always (yet) addressed by the EU legislation (e.g. the intermediary liability regime for search
engines). However, the attempt of the project partners to address them in an ethical and responsible
way is clear. In REVEAL legal guidance and consultation with the EAB takes place at the early
22

Commission Communication to the European Parliament, The Council, The Economic and Social Committee and The Committee of
Regions, A coherent framework for building trust in the Digital Single Market for e-commerce and online services {SEC(2011) 1640 final},
p. 13, ft. 49, http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0942:FIN:EN:PDF.
23

Delfi As. v. Estonia, ECtHR, (Application no. 64569/09), 16 June 2015.
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{"appno":["64569/09"],"itemid":["001-155105"]}
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stages of the development activities. Such arrangement ensures a close cooperation between
partners and creation of legally complaint and ethically viable platform.
All the suggestions and recommendations of the EAB will be taken into account by the REVEAL
project partners. In Year 3 of the project the legal team will focus on the media law aspects of
REVEAL. The progress in REVEAL, as well as any new developments, will be further consulted with
the EAB members.

5.2.2

Report of the technical advisory committee members

The following section provides a report of the second meeting of the REVEAL Technical Advisory
Board.
REVEAL is advised by an external Technical Advisory Board consisting of the following experts:


Mr. Denis Teyssou, Medialab R&D editorial manager at Agence France Presse, France



Dr. Alexis Joly, Research scientist at INRIA Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée, France



Dr. Conor Hayes, Senior Researcher at Digital Enterprise Research Institute, Ireland

The second meeting with the members of the EAB took the form of a video-conference, which was
held on 8 June 2015. During the meeting, the technical status of the project was discussed
extensively. The videoconference was attended by two members of the Advisory Board (Dr. Conor
was absent due to serious personal obligations) and 12 members of the REVEAL consortium. The
participants were the following: Denis Teyssou - AFP, Alexis Joly - INRIA, Nikos Sarris - ATC, Ruben
Bouwmeester and Jochen Spangenberg - DW, Marc Dorchain and Gabriele Strobel - SAG, Jerome
Kunegis - Ukob, Dimitrios Vogiatzis and Giorgos Katsibras - NCSR, Petter Bae Brandtzaeg SINTEF, Katerina Andreadou - CERTH, Gerard Burnside - ALBLF, and Stuart Middleton - ITINNO
Below is a short summary of the main topics discussed during the meeting.
Nikos Sarris, as the Technical Director of the project presented the technical progress concerning
the platform and applications explaining the workflows and features that were foreseen. Ruben
Bouwmeester presented the mock-ups of the graphical user interface that had been designed by
DW, explaining all functionalities foreseen. A discussion session followed where the main points
were the following.
It was suggested to provide the capability to utilise twitter lists for defining the sources being
monitored, as well as a combination of hashtags and keywords. It was explained that this was
already planned as it was also the case in the SocialSensor prototype (deployed by the same
integrator - ATC) and had already been done in the TruthNest prototype. The intentions of the
consortium regarding the discovery of the location of tweets were discussed, and Stuart Middleton,
responsible for this action, explained the method that is being followed. Concerns on the definition of
the news application workflows were answered by DW, explaining that there were extensive
workshops carried out with journalistic teams in the DW editorial department who are dealing directly
with verification.
The indexing and analysis workflows were discussed and the design approach was explained with
useful comments guiding the consortium to focus on visualisations that may help the user in
prioritising the most crucial content that should be verified. Advice was given on using existing GUI
libraries and tutorial frameworks. The intention to use D3 and PageGuide was commented
favourably. A discussion followed on the content update and deletion policies and it was agreed that
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since (almost) anything is technically possible, capabilities should be connected to pricing policies,
as this affects directly the technical resources needed.
A demo of the TruthNest application developed by ATC as an individual exploitable product following
the same concept, was given by Nikos Sarris. Useful comments were made on the detection of
similar posts for filtering out identical content, as well as on the user navigation. The API used for
detecting similar images was discussed explaining that TinEye is used, as Google Images does not
yet offer a public API, although it can potentially provide better results if this is made available in the
future. The potential synergy between TruthNest and the REVEAL news application was inquired
and it was discussed that technically integration will be possible with any REVEAL module, so it is
just a matter of business agreements to include REVEAL modules in TruthNest.
The conclusion of the meeting was that the REVEAL applications as foreseen are very promising,
while useful comments by the advisors were taken up and appropriate design and technical actions
were planned. It was agreed that when the first prototypes of the applications are ready the advisors
will be called again to experiment with them and provide further guidance for the next versions.
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